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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SPEECH 
DEREVERBERATION BASED ON 
PROBABILISTIC MODELS OF SOURCE AND 
ROOM ACOUSTICS 
BACKGROUND ART 
1. Field of the Invention 
2 
harmonic structure," Proc. ICASSP-2003. vol. 1, pp. 92-95, 
April, 2003. Japanese Unexamined Patent Application, First 
Publication No. 2004-274234 discloses one example of the 
conventional technique for HERB. SBD is disclosed by K. 
Kinoshita, T. Nakatani and M. Miyoshi, "Efficient blind der-
everberation framework for automatic speech recognition," 
Proc. Interspeech-2005, September 2005. 
These methods make extensive use of the respective speech 
features in their initial estimate of the source signal. The The present invention generally relates to a method and an 
apparatus for speech dereverberation. More specifically, the 
present invention relates to a method and an apparatus for 
speech dereverberation based on probabilistic models of 
source and room acoustics. 
2. Description of the Related Art 
10 initial source signal estimate and the observed reverberant 
signal are then used together for estimating the inverse filter 
for dereverberation, which allows further refinement of the 
source signal estimate. To obtain the initial source signal 
estimate, HERB utilizes an adaptive harmonic filter, and SBD 
All patents, patent applications, patent publications, scien-
tific articles, and the like, which will hereinafter be cited or 
identified in the present application, will hereby be incorpo-
rated by reference in their entirety in order to describe more 
fully the state of the art to which the present invention per-
tains. 
15 utilizes a spectral subtraction based on minimum statistics. It 
has been shown experimentally that these methods greatly 
improve the ASR performance of the observed reverberant 
signals ifthe signals are sufficiently long. 
In view of the above, it will be apparent to those skilled in 
20 the art from this disclosure that there exists a need for an 
Speech signals captured by a distant microphone in an 
ordinary room inevitably contain reverberation, which has 
detrimental effects on the perceived quality and intelligibility 
of the speech signals and degrades the performance of auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) systems. The recognition 25 
performance cannot be improved when the reverberation time 
is longer than 0.5 sec even when using acoustic models that 
have been trained under a matched reverberant condition. 
This is disclosed by B. Kingsbury and N. Morgan, "Recog-
nizing reverberant speech with rasta-plp" Proc. 1997 IEEE 30 
International Conference Acoustic Speech and Signal Pro-
cessing (ICASSP-97), vol. 2, pp. 1259-1262, 1997. Derever-
beration of the speech signal is essential, whether it is for high 
quality recording and playback or for automatic speech rec-
ognition (ASR). 35 
improved apparatus and/or method for speech dereverbera-
tion. This invention addresses this need in the art as well as 
other needs, which will become apparent to those skilled in 
the art from this disclosure. 
DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 
Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present invention 
to provide a speech dereverberation apparatus. 
It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
speech dereverberation method. 
It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
program to be executed by a computer to perform a speech 
dereverberation method. 
It is a still further object of the present invention to provide 
a storage medium that stores a program to be executed by a 
computer to perform a speech dereverberation method. 
In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, a 
speech dereverberation apparatus that comprises a likelihood 
maximization unit that determines a source signal estimate 
that maximizes a likelihood function. The determination is 
made with reference to an observed signal, an initial source 
signal estimate, a first variance representing a source signal 
uncertainty, and a second variance representing an acoustic 
ambient uncertainty. 
The likelihood function may preferably be defined based 
on a probability density function that is evaluated in accor-
dance with an unknown parameter, a first random variable of 
missing data, and a second random variable of observed data. 
Although blind dereverberation of a speech signal is still a 
challenging problem, several techniques have recently been 
proposed. Techniques have been proposed that de-correlate 
the observed signal while preserving the correlation within a 
short time segment of the signal. This is disclosed by B. W. 40 
Gillespie and L. E. Atlas, "Strategies for improving audible 
quality and speech recognition accuracy of reverberant 
speech," Proc. 2003 IEEE International Conference Acous-
tics, Speech and/Signal Processing (ICASSP-2003), vol. 1, 
pp. 676-679, 2003. This is also disclosed by H. Buchner, R. 45 
Aichner, and W. Kellermann, "Trinicon: a versatile frame-
work for multichannel blind signal processing" Proc. of the 
2004 IEEE International Conference. Acoustics, Speech and 
Signal Processing (ICASSP-2004), vol. III, pp. 889-892, May 
2004. 50 The unknown parameter is defined with reference to the 
source signal estimate. The first random variable of missing 
data represents an inverse filter of a room transfer function. 
The second random variable of observed data is defined with 
Methods have been proposed for estimating and equalizing 
the poles in the acoustic response of the room. This is dis-
closed by T. Hikichi and M. Miyoshi, "Blind algorithm for 
calculating common poles based on linear prediction," Proc. 
of the 2004 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, 55 
Speech, and Signal processing (ICASSP 2004), vol. IV. pp. 
89-92, May 2004. This is also disclosed by J. R. Hopgood and 
P. J. W. Rayner, "Blind single channel deconvolution using 
nonstationary signal processing," IEEE Transactions Speech 
andAudio processing, vol. 11, no. 5, pp. 467-488, September 60 
2003. 
Also, two approaches have been proposed based on essen-
tial features of speech signals, namely harmonicity based 
dereverberation, hereinafter referred to as HERB, and Sparse-
ness Based Dereverberation, hereinafter referred to as SBD. 65 
HERB is disclosed by T. Nakatani, and M. Miyoshi, "Blind 
dereverberation of single channel speech signal based on 
reference to the observed signal and the initial source signal 
estimate. 
The above likelihood maximization unit may preferably 
determine the source signal estimate using an iterative opti-
mization algorithm. The iterative optimization algorithm may 
preferably be an expectation-maximization algorithm. 
The likelihood maximization unit may further comprise, 
but is not limited to, an inverse filter estimation unit, a filtering 
unit, a source signal estimation and convergence check unit, 
and an update unit. The inverse filter estimation unit calcu-
lates an inverse filter estimate with reference to the observed 
signal, the second variance, and one of the initial source 
signal estimate and an updated source signal estimate. The 
filtering unit applies the inverse filter estimate to the observed 
US 8,290, 170 B2 
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tainty determination unit determines the first variance, based 
on the fundamental frequency and the voicing measure. 
The speech dereverberation apparatus may further com-
prise, but is not limited to, an initialization unit, and a con-
vergence check unit. The initialization unit produces the ini-
tial source signal estimate, the first variance, and the second 
variance, based on the observed signal. The convergence 
check unit receives the source signal estimate from the like-
lihood maximization unit. The convergence check unit deter-
signal, and generates a filtered signal. The source signal esti-
mation and convergence check unit calculates the source 
signal estimate with reference to the initial source signal 
estimate, the first variance, the second variance, and the fil-
tered signal. The source signal estimation and convergence 
check unit further determines whether or not a convergence of 
the source signal estimate is obtained. The source signal 
estimation and convergence check unit further outputs the 
source signal estimate as a dereverberated signal ifthe con-
vergence of the source signal estimate is obtained. The update 
unit updates the source signal estimate into the updated 
source signal estimate. The update unit further provides the 
updated source signal estimate to the inverse filter estimation 
unit if the convergence of the source signal estimate is not 
obtained. The update unit further provides the initial source 
signal estimate to the inverse filter estimation unit in an initial 
update step. 
10 mines whether or not a convergence of the source signal 
estimate is obtained. The convergence check unit further out-
puts the source signal estimate as a dereverberated signal if 
the convergence of the source signal estimate is obtained. The 
convergence check unit furthermore provides the source sig-
15 nal estimate to the initialization unit to enable the initializa-
The likelihood maximization unit may further comprise, 
but is not limited to, a first longtime Fourier transform unit, an 
LTFS-to-STFS transform unit, an STFS-to-LTFS transform 20 
unit, a second long time Fourier transform unit, and a short 
time Fourier transform unit. The first long time Fourier trans-
form unit performs a first long time Fourier transformation of 
a waveform observed signal into a transformed observed 
signal. The first long time Fourier transform unit further pro- 25 
vides the transformed observed signal as the observed signal 
to the inverse filter estimation unit and the filtering unit. The 
LTFS-to-STFS transform unit performs an LTFS-to-STFS 
transformation of the filtered signal into a transformed fil-
tered signal. The LTFS-to-STFS transform unit further pro- 30 
vides the transformed filtered signal as the filtered signal to 
the source signal estimation and convergence check unit. The 
STFS-to-LTFS transform unit performs an STFS-to-LTFS 
transformation of the source signal estimate into a trans-
formed source signal estimate. The STFS-to-LTFS transform 35 
unit further provides the transformed source signal estimate 
as the source signal estimate to the update unit ifthe conver-
gence of the source signal estimate is not obtained. The sec-
ond long time Fourier transform unit performs a second long 
time Fourier transformation of a waveform initial source sig- 40 
nal estimate into a first transformed initial source signal esti-
mate. The second long time Fourier transform unit further 
provides the first transformed initial source signal estimate as 
the initial source signal estimate to the update unit. The short 
time Fourier transform unit performs a short time Fourier 45 
transformation of the waveform initial source signal estimate 
into a second transformed initial source signal estimate. The 
short time Fourier transform unit further provides the second 
transformed initial source signal estimate as the initial source 
signal estimate to the source signal estimation and conver- 50 
gence check unit. 
The speech dereverberation apparatus may further com-
prise, but is not limited to an inverse short time Fourier trans-
form unit that performs an inverse short time Fourier trans-
formation of the source signal estimate into a waveform 55 
source signal estimate. 
The speech dereverberation apparatus may further com-
prise, but is not limited to, an initialization unit that produces 
the initial source signal estimate, the first variance, and the 
second variance, based on the observed signal. In this case, 60 
the initialization unit may further comprise, but is not limited 
to, a fundamental frequency estimation unit, and a source 
signal uncertainty determination unit. The fundamental fre-
quency estimation unit estimates a fundamental frequency 
and a voicing measure for each short time frame from a 65 
transformed signal that is given by a short time Fourier trans-
formation of the observed signal. The source signal uncer-
ti on unit to produce the initial source signal estimate, the first 
variance, and the second variance based on the source signal 
estimate ifthe convergence of the source signal estimate is not 
obtained. 
In the last-described case, the initialization unit may fur-
ther comprise, but is not limited to, a second short time 
Fourier transform unit, a first selecting unit, a fundamental 
frequency estimation unit, and an adaptive harmonic filtering 
unit. The second short time Fourier transform unit performs a 
second short time Fourier transformation of the observed 
signal into a first transformed observed signal. The first 
selecting unit performs a first selecting operation to generate 
a first selected output and a second selecting operation to 
generate a second selected output. The first and second select-
ing operations are independent from each other. The first 
selecting operation is to select the first transformed observed 
signal as the first selected output when the first selecting unit 
receives an input of the first transformed observed signal but 
does not receive any input of the source signal estimate. The 
first selecting operation is also to select one of the first trans-
formed observed signal and the source signal estimate as the 
first selected output when the first selecting unit receives 
inputs of the first transformed observed signal and the source 
signal estimate. The second selecting operation is to select the 
first transformed observed signal as the second selected out-
put when the first selecting unit receives the input of the first 
transformed observed signal but does not receive any input of 
the source signal estimate. The second selecting operation is 
also to select one of the first transformed observed signal and 
the source signal estimate as the second selected output when 
the first selecting unit receives inputs of the first transformed 
observed signal and the source signal estimate. The funda-
mental frequency estimation unit receives the second selected 
output. The fundamental frequency estimation unit also esti-
mates a fundamental frequency and a voicing measure for 
each short time frame from the second selected output. The 
adaptive harmonic filtering unit receives the first selected 
output, the fundamental frequency and the voicing measure. 
The adaptive harmonic filtering unit enhances a harmonic 
structure of the first selected output based on the fundamental 
frequency and the voicing measure to generate the initial 
source signal estimate. 
The initialization unit may further comprise, but is not 
limited to, a third short time Fourier transform unit, a second 
selecting unit, a fundamental frequency estimation unit, and a 
source signal uncertainty determination unit. The third short 
time Fourier transform unit performs a third short time Fou-
rier transformation of the observed signal into a second trans-
formed observed signal. The second selecting unit performs a 
third selecting operation to generate a third selected output. 
The third selecting operation is to select the second trans-
formed observed signal as the third selected output when the 
US 8,290, 170 B2 
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Fourier transformation of the filtered source signal estimate 
into the source signal estimate. 
The likelihood maximization unit may further comprise, 
but is not limited to, an inverse filter estimation unit, a con-
vergence check unit, a filtering unit, a source signal estima-
tion unit, and an update unit. The inverse filter estimation unit 
calculates an inverse filter estimate with reference to the 
observed signal, the second variance, and one of the initial 
source signal estimate and an updated source signal estimate. 
The convergence check unit determines whether or not a 
convergence of the inverse filter estimate is obtained. The 
convergence check unit further outputs the inverse filter esti-
mate as a filter that is to dereverberate the observed signal if 
the convergence of the source signal estimate is obtained. The 
second selecting unit receives an input of the second trans-
formed observed signal but does not receive any input of the 
source signal estimate. The third selecting operation is also to 
select one of the second transformed observed signal and the 
source signal estimate as the third selected output when the 
second selecting unit receives inputs of the second trans-
formed observed signal and the source signal estimate. The 
fundamental frequency estimation unit receives the third 
selected output. The fundamental frequency estimation unit 
estimates a fundamental frequency and a voicing measure for 10 
each short time frame from the third selected output. The 
source signal uncertainty determination unit determines the 
first variance based on the fundamental frequency and the 
voicing measure. 15 filtering unit receives the inverse filter estimate from the con-
vergence check unit if the convergence of the source signal 
estimate is not obtained. The filtering unit further applies the 
inverse fitter estimate to the observed signal. The filtering unit 
further generates a filtered signal. The source signal estima-
The speech dereverberation apparatus may further com-
prise, but is not limited to, an inverse short time Fourier 
transform unit that performs an inverse short time Fourier 
transformation of the source signal estimate into a waveform 
source signal estimate ifthe convergence of the source signal 
estimate is obtained. 
In accordance with a second aspect of the present inven-
tion, a speech dereverberation apparatus that comprises a 
likelihood maximization unit that determines an inverse filter 
20 tion unit calculates the source signal estimate with reference 
to the initial source signal estimate, the first variance, the 
second variance, and the filtered signal. The update unit 
updates the source signal estimate into the updated source 
estimate that maximizes a likelihood function. The determi- 25 
signal estimate. The update unit further provides the initial 
source signal estimate to the inverse filter estimation unit in an 
initial update step. The update unit further provides the nation is made with reference to an observed signal, an initial 
source signal estimate, a first variance representing a source 
signal uncertainty, and a second variance representing an 
acoustic ambient uncertainty. 
The likelihood function may preferably be defined based 
on a probability density function that is evaluated in accor-
dance with a first unknown parameter, a second unknown 
parameter, and a first random variable of observed data. The 
first unknown parameter is defined with reference to a source 
signal estimate. The second unknown parameter is defined 
with reference to an inverse filter of a room transfer function. 
The first random variable of observed data is defined with 
reference to the observed signal and the initial source signal 
estimate. The inverse filter estimate is an estimate of the 
inverse filter of the room transfer function. 
The likelihood maximization unit may preferably deter-
mine the inverse filter estimate using an iterative optimization 
algorithm. 
The speech dereverberation apparatus may further com-
prise, but is not limited to, an inverse filter application unit 
that applies the inverse filter estimate to the observed signal, 
and generates a source signal estimate. 
The inverse filter application unit may further comprise, 
but is not limited to a first inverse long time Fourier transform 
unit, and a convolution unit. The first inverse long time Fou-
rier transform unit performs a first inverse long time Fourier 
transformation of the inverse filter estimate into a trans-
formed inverse filter estimate. The convolution unit receives 
the transformed inverse filter estimate and the observed sig-
nal. The convolution unit convolves the observed signal with 
the transformed inverse filter estimate to generate the source 
signal estimate. 
updated source signal estimate to the inverse filter estimation 
unit in update steps other than the initial update step. 
The likelihood maximization unit may further comprise, 
30 but is not limited to, a second long time Fourier transform 
unit, an LTFS-to-STFS transform unit, an STFS-to-LTFS 
transform unit, a third long time Fourier transform unit, and a 
short time Fourier transform unit. The second long time Fou-
rier transform unit performs a second long time Fourier trans-
35 formation of a waveform observed signal into a transformed 
observed signal. The second long time Fourier transform unit 
further provides the transformed observed signal as the 
observed signal to the inverse filter estimation unit and the 
filtering unit. The LTFS-to-STFS transform unit performs an 
40 LTFS-to-STFS transformation of the filtered signal into a 
transformed filtered signal. The LTFS-to-STFS transform 
unit further provides the transformed filtered signal as the 
filtered signal to the source signal estimation unit. The STFS-
to-LTFS transform unit performs an STFS-to-LTFS transfor-
45 mation of the source signal estimate into a transformed source 
signal estimate. The STFS-to-LTFS transform unit further 
provides the transformed source signal estimate as the source 
signal estimate to the update unit. The third long time Fourier 
transform unit performs a third long time Fourier transforma-
50 tion of a waveform initial source signal estimate into a first 
transformed initial source signal estimate. The third long time 
Fourier transform unit further provides the first transformed 
initial source signal estimate as the initial source signal esti-
mate to the update unit. The short time Fourier transform unit 
55 performs a short time Fourier transformation of the waveform 
initial source signal estimate into a second transformed initial 
source signal estimate. The short time Fourier transform unit 
further provides the second transformed initial source signal 
estimate as the initial source signal estimate to the source 
The inverse filter application unit may further comprise, 
but is not limited to, a first long time Fourier transform unit, a 
first filtering unit, and a second inverse long time Fourier 
transform unit. The first long time Fourier transform unit 
performs a first long time Fourier transformation of the 
observed signal into a transformed observed signal. The first 
filtering unit applies the inverse filter estimate to the trans-
formed observed signal. The first filtering unit generates a 65 
filtered source signal estimate. The second inverse long time 
Fourier transform unit performs a second inverse long time 
60 signal estimation unit. 
The speech dereverberation apparatus may further com-
prise, but is not limited to, an initialization unit that produces 
the initial source signal estimate, the first variance, and the 
second variance, based on the observed signal. 
The initialization unit may further comprise, but is not 
limited to, a fundamental frequency estimation unit, and a 
source signal uncertainty determination unit. The fundamen-
US 8,290, 170 B2 
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ta! frequency estimation unit estimates a fundamental fre-
quency and a voicing measure for each short time frame from 
a transformed signal that is given by a short time Fourier 
transformation of the observed signal. The source signal 
uncertainty determination unit determines the first variance, 
based on the fundamental frequency and the voicing measure. 
In accordance with a third aspect of the present invention, 
a speech dereverberation method that comprises determining 
8 
In the last-described case, producing the initial source sig-
nal estimate, the first variance, and the second variance may 
further comprise, but is not limited to, the following pro-
cesses. An estimation is made of a fundamental frequency and 
a voicing measure for each short time frame from a trans-
formed signal that is given by a short time Fourier transfor-
mation of the observed signal. A determination is made of the 
first variance, based on the fundamental frequency and the 
a source signal estimate that maximizes a likelihood function. 
The determination is made with reference to an observed 10 
voicing measure. 
The speech dereverberation method may further comprise, 
signal, an initial source signal estimate, a first variance rep-
resenting a source signal uncertainty, and a second variance 
representing an acoustic ambient uncertainty. 
The likelihood function may preferably be defined based 
on a probability density function that is evaluated in accor-
dance with an unknown parameter, a first random variable of 
missing data, and a second random variable of observed data. 
The unknown parameter is defined with reference to the 
source signal estimate. The first random variable of missing 
data represents an inverse filter of a room transfer function. 
The second random variable of observed data is defined with 
reference to the observed signal and the initial source signal 
estimate. 
The source signal estimate may preferably be determined 
using an iterative optimization algorithm. The iterative opti-
mization algorithm may preferably be an expectation-maxi-
mization algorithm. 
The process for determining the source signal estimate 
may further comprise, but is not limited to, the following 
processes. An inverse filter estimate is calculated with refer-
ence to the observed signal, the second variance, and one of 
the initial source signal estimate and an updated source signal 
estimate. The inverse filter estimate is applied to the observed 
signal to generate a filtered signal. The source signal estimate 
is calculated with reference to the initial source signal esti-
mate, the first variance, the second variance, and the filtered 
signal. A determination is made on whether or not a conver-
gence of the source signal estimate is obtained. The source 
signal estimate is outputted as a dereverberated signal if the 
convergence of the source signal estimate is obtained. The 
source signal estimate is updated into the updated source 
signal estimate if the convergence of the source signal esti-
mate is not obtained. 
but is not limited to, the following processes. The initial 
source signal estimate, the first variance, and the second 
variance are produced based on the observed signal. A deter-
mination is made on whether or not a convergence of the 
15 source signal estimate is obtained. The source signal estimate 
is outputted as a dereverberated signal ifthe convergence of 
the source signal estimate is obtained. The process will return 
producing the initial source signal estimate, the first variance, 
and the second variance if the convergence of the source 
20 signal estimate is not obtained. 
In the last-described case, producing the initial source sig-
nal estimate, the first variance, and the second variance may 
further comprise, but is not limited to, the following pro-
cesses. A second short time Fourier transformation is per-
25 formed to transform the observed signal into a first trans-
formed observed signal. A first selecting operation is 
performed to generate a first selected output. The first select-
ing operation is to select the first transformed observed signal 
as the first selected output when receiving an input of the first 
30 transformed observed signal without receiving any input of 
the source signal estimate. The first selecting operation is to 
select one of the first transformed observed signal and the 
source signal estimate as the first selected output when receiv-
ing inputs of the first transformed observed signal and the 
35 source signal estimate. A second selecting operation is per-
formed to generate a second selected output. The second 
selecting operation is to select the first transformed observed 
signal as the second selected output when receiving the input 
of the first transformed observed signal without receiving any 
40 input of the source signal estimate. The second selecting 
operation is to select one of the first transformed observed 
signal and the source signal estimate as the second selected 
output when receiving inputs of the first transformed 
observed signal and the source signal estimate. An estimation The process for determining the source signal estimate 
may further comprise, but is not limited to, the following 
processes. A first long time Fourier transformation is per-
formed to transform a waveform observed signal into a trans-
formed observed signal. An LTFS-to-STFS transformation is 
performed to transform the filtered signal into a transformed 
filtered signal. An STFS-to-LTFS transformation is per- 50 
formed to transform the source signal estimate into a trans-
formed source signal estimate if the convergence of the 
source signal estimate is not obtained. A second long time 
Fourier transformation is performed to transform a waveform 
initial source signal estimate into a first transformed initial 
source signal estimate. A short time Fourier transformation is 
performed to transform the waveform initial source signal 
estimate into a second transformed initial source signal esti-
mate. 
45 is made of a fundamental frequency and a voicing measure for 
each short time frame from the second selected output. An 
enhancement is made of a harmonic structure of the first 
selected output based on the fundamental frequency and the 
voicing measure to generate the initial source signal estimate. 
Producing the initial source signal estimate, the first vari-
ance, and the second variance may further comprise, but is not 
limited to, the following processes. A third short time Fourier 
transformation is performed to transform the observed signal 
into a second transformed observed signal. A third selecting 
55 operation is performed to generate a third selected output. 
The third selecting operation is to select the second trans-
formed observed signal as the third selected output when 
receiving an input of the second transformed observed signal 
without receiving any input of the source signal estimate. The 
The speech dereverberation method may further comprise, 
but is not limited to performing an inverse short time Fourier 
transformation of the source signal estimate into a waveform 
source signal estimate. 
The speech dereverberation method may further comprise, 
but is not limited to, producing the initial source signal esti-
mate, the first variance, and the second variance, based on the 
observed signal. 
60 third selecting operation is to select one of the second trans-
formed observed signal and the source signal estimate as the 
third selected output when receiving inputs of the second 
transformed observed signal and the source signal estimate. 
An estimation is made of a fundamental frequency and a 
65 voicing measure for each short time frame from the third 
selected output. A determination is made of the first variance 
based on the fundamental frequency and the voicing measure. 
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The speech dereverberation method may further comprise, 
but is not limited to, performing an inverse short time Fourier 
transformation of the source signal estimate into a waveform 
source signal estimate ifthe convergence of the source signal 
estimate is obtained. 
In accordance with a fourth aspect of the present invention, 
a speech dereverberation method that comprises determining 
10 
transformation is performed to transform the filtered signal 
into a transformed filtered signal. An STFS-to-LTFS trans-
formation is performed to transform the source signal esti-
mate into a transformed source signal estimate. A third long 
time Fourier transformation is performed to transform a 
waveform initial source signal estimate into a first trans-
formed initial source signal estimate. A short time Fourier 
transformation is performed to transform the waveform initial 
source signal estimate into a second transformed initial 
an inverse filter estimate that maximizes a likelihood func-
tion. The determination is made with reference to an observed 
signal, an initial source signal estimate, a first variance rep-
resenting a source signal uncertainty, and a second variance 
representing an acoustic ambient uncertainty. 
10 source signal estimate. 
The likelihood function may preferably be defined based 
The speech dereverberation method may further comprise, 
but is not limited to, producing the initial source signal esti-
mate, the first variance, and the second variance, based on the 
observed signal. 
In a case, the last-described process for producing the 
initial source signal estimate, the first variance, and the sec-
ond variance may further comprise, but is not limited to, the 
following processes. An estimation is made of a fundamental 
frequency and a voicing measure for each short time frame 
on a probability density function that is evaluated in accor-
dance with a first unknown parameter, a second unknown 15 
parameter, and a first random variable of observed data. The 
first unknown parameter is defined with reference to a source 
signal estimate. The second unknown parameter is defined 
with reference to an inverse filter of a room transfer function. 
The first random variable of observed data is defined with 
reference to the observed signal and the initial source signal 
estimate. The inverse filter estimate is an estimate of the 
inverse filter of the room transfer function. 
20 from a transformed signal that is given by a short time Fourier 
transformation of the observed signal. A determination is 
made of the first variance, based on the fundamental fre-
quency and the voicing measure. 
In accordance with a fifth aspect of the present invention, a The inverse filter estimate may preferably be determined 
using an iterative optimization algorithm. 
The speech dereverberation method may further comprise, 
but is not limited to, applying the inverse filter estimate to the 
observed signal to generate a source signal estimate. 
In a case, the last-described process for applying the 
inverse filter estimate to the observed signal may further 
comprise, but is not limited to, the following processes. A first 
inverse long time Fourier transformation is performed to 
transform the inverse filter estimate into a transformed 
inverse filter estimate. A convolution is made of fee observed 
signal with the transformed inverse filter estimate to generate 
the source signal estimate. 
25 program to be executed by a computer to perform a speech 
dereverberation method that comprises determining a source 
signal estimate that maximizes a likelihood function. The 
determination is made with reference to an observed signal, 
an initial source signal estimate, a first variance representing 
30 a source signal uncertainty, and a second variance represent-
ing an acoustic ambient uncertainty. 
In accordance with a sixth aspect of the present invention, 
a program to be executed by a computer to perform a speech 
dereverberation method that comprises: determining an 
35 inverse filter estimate that maximizes a likelihood function. 
In another case, the last-described process for applying the 
inverse filter estimate to the observed signal may further 
comprise, but is not limited to, the following processes. A first 
long time Fourier transformation is performed to transform 40 
the observed signal into a transformed observed signal. The 
inverse filter estimate is applied to the transformed observed 
signal to generate a filtered source signal estimate. A second 
inverse long time Fourier transformation is performed to 
transform the filtered source signal estimate into the source 45 
signal estimate. 
In still another case, determining the inverse filter estimate 
may further comprise, but is not limited to, the following 
processes. An inverse filter estimate is calculated with refer-
ence to the observed signal, the second variance, and one of 50 
the initial source signal estimate and an updated source signal 
estimate. A determination is made on whether or not a con-
vergence of the inverse filter estimate is obtained. The inverse 
filter estimate is outputted as a filter that is to dereverberate 
the observed signal if the convergence of the source signal 55 
estimate is obtained. The inverse filter estimate is applied to 
the observed signal to generate a filtered signal ifthe conver-
gence of the source signal estimate is not obtained. The source 
signal estimate is calculated with reference to the initial 
source signal estimate, the first variance, the second variance, 60 
and the filtered signal. The source signal estimate is updated 
into the updated source signal estimate. 
In the last-described case, the process for determining the 
inverse filter estimate may further comprise, but is not limited 
to, the following processes. A second long time Fourier trans- 65 
formation is performed to transform a waveform observed 
signal into a transformed observed signal. An LTFS-to-STFS 
The determination is made with reference to an observed 
signal, an initial source signal estimate, a first variance rep-
resenting a source signal uncertainty, and a second variance 
representing an acoustic ambient uncertainty. 
In accordance with a seventh aspect of the present inven-
tion, a storage medium stores a program to be executed by a 
computer to perform a speech dereverberation method that 
comprises determining a source signal estimate that maxi-
mizes a likelihood function. The determination is made with 
reference to an observed signal, an initial source signal esti-
mate, a first variance representing a source signal uncertainty, 
and a second variance representing an acoustic ambient 
uncertainty. 
In accordance with an eighth aspect of the present inven-
tion, a storage medium stores a program to be executed by a 
computer to perform a speech dereverberation method that 
comprises: determining an inverse filter estimate that maxi-
mizes a likelihood function. The determination is made with 
reference to an observed signal, an initial source signal esti-
mate, a first variance representing a source signal uncertainty, 
and a second variance representing an acoustic ambient 
uncertainty. 
These and other objects, features, aspects, and advantages 
of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled 
in the art from the following detailed descriptions taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, illustrating the 
embodiments of the present invention. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Referring now to the attached drawings which form a part 
of this original disclosure: 
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FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus for 
speech dereverberation based on probabilistic models of 
source and room acoustics in a first embodiment of the 
present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
likelihood maximization unit included in the speech derever-
beration apparatus shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3A is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
an STFS-to-LTFS transform unit included in the likelihood 
maximization unit shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 3B is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
an LTFS-to-STFS transform unit included in the likelihood 
maximization unit shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
long-time Fourier transform unit included in the likelihood 
maximization unit shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
an inverse, long-time Fourier transform unit included in the 
LTFS-to-STFS transform unit shown in FIG. 3B; 
FIG. SA is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
short-time Fourier transform unit included in the LTFS-to-
STFS transform unit shown in FIG. 3B; 
FIG. SB is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
an inverse short-time Fourier transform unit included in the 
STFS-to-LTFS transform unit shown in FIG. 3A; 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an 
initial source signal estimation unit included in the initializa-
tion unit shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
source signal uncertainty determination unit included in the 
initialization unit shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an 
acoustic ambient uncertainty determination unit included in 
the initialization unit shown in FIG. 1; 
12 
FIG. 16G illustrates the energy decay curve at RT60=0.2 
sec., when uttered by a man; and 
FIG. 16H illustrates the energy decay curve at RT60=0.1 
sec., when uttered by a man. 
BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 
In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, a 
10 single channel speech dereverberation method is provided, in 
which the features of source signals and room acoustics are 
represented by probability density functions (pdfs) and the 
source signals are estimated by maximizing a likelihood 
function defined based on the probability density functions 
15 (pdfs). Two types of the probability density functions (pdfs) 
are introduced for the source signals, based on two essential 
speech signal features, harmonicity and sparseness, while the 
probability density function (pdf) for the room acoustics is 
defined based on an inverse filtering operation. The Expecta-
20 ti on-Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to solve this maxi-
mum likelihood problem efficiently. The resultant algorithm 
elaborates the initial source signal estimate given solely based 
on its source signal features by integrating them with the 
room acoustics feature through the Expectation-Maximiza-
25 ti on (EM) iteration. The effectiveness of the present method is 
shown in terms of the energy decay curves of the dereverber-
ated impulse responses. 
Although the above-described HERB and SBD effectively 
utilize speech signal features in obtaining dereverberation 
30 filters, they do not provide analytical frameworks within 
which their performance can be optimized. In accordance 
with one aspect of the present invention, the above-described 
HERB and SBD are reformulated as a maximum likelihood 
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 35 
another speech dereverberation apparatus in accordance with 
(ML) estimation problem, in which the source signal is deter-
mined as one that maximizes the likelihood function given the 
observed signals. For this purpose, two probability density 
a second embodiment of the present invention; 
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
modified initial source signal estimation unit included in the 
initialization unit shown in FIG. 9; 
FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
modified source signal uncertainty determination unit 
included in the initialization unit shown in FIG. 9; 
functions (pdfs) are introduced for the initial source signal 
estimates and the dereverberation filter, so as to maximize the 
likelihood function based on the Expectation-Maximization 
40 (EM) algorithm. Experimental results show that the perfor-
mances of HERB and SBD can be further improved in terms 
of the energy decay curves of the dereverberated impulse 
responses given the same number of observed signals. The 
FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
still another speech dereverberation apparatus in accordance 45 
with a third embodiment of the present invention; 
following descriptions will be directed to the Fourier spectra 
used in one aspect of the present invention. 
Short-Time Fourier Spectra and Longtime Fourier Spectra 
FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
likelihood maximization unit included in the speech derever-
beration apparatus shown in FIG. 12; 
One aspect of the present invention is to integrate informa-
FIG.14 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an 50 
inverse filter application unit included in the speech derever-
beration apparatus shown in FIG. 12; 
tion on speech signal features, which account for the source 
characteristics, and on room acoustics features, which 
account for the reverberation effect. The successive applica-
tion of short-time frames of the order of tens of milliseconds 
may be useful for analyzing such time-varying speech fea-
tures, while a relatively long-time frame of the order of thou-
sands of milliseconds may be often required to compute room 
FIG. lS is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
another inverse filter application unit included in the speech 
dereverberation apparatus shown in FIG. 12; 
FIG. 16A illustrates the energy decay curve at RT60=1.0 
sec., when uttered by a woman; 
FIG. 16B illustrates the energy decay curve at RT60=0.5 
sec., when uttered by a woman; 
55 acoustics features. One aspect of the present invention is to 
introduce two types of Fourier spectra based on these two 
analysis frames, a short-time Fourier spectrum, hereinafter 
referred to as "STFS" and a long-time Fourier spectrum, 
FIG. 16C illustrates the energy decay curve at RT60=0.2 60 
sec., when uttered by a woman; 
hereinafter referred to as "LTFS". The respective frequency 
components in the STFS and in the LTFS are denoted by a 
symbol with a suffix "Cr)" as Sz.m.k (r) and another symbol 
FIG. 16D illustrates the energy decay curve at RT60=0.1 
sec., when uttered by a woman; 
FIG. 16E illustrates the energy decay curve at RT60=1.0 
sec., when uttered by a man; 
FIG. 16F illustrates the energy decay curve at RT60=0.5 
sec., when uttered by a man; 
without a suffix as s1 k'' where 1 of s1 k' is the index of the 
long-time frame forth~ LTFS, k' is the frequency index forthe 
LTFS, 1 of s1 m k (r) is the index of the long-time frame mat 
65 includes the sh~rt-time frame forthe STFS, mof s1 m k(r) is the 
index of the short-time frame that is included in th~ l~ng-time 
frame, and k of Sz,m,k (r) is the frequency index for the STFS. 
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The short-time frame can be taken as a component of the 
long-time frame. Therefore, a frequency component in an 
STFS has both suffixes, 1 and m. The two spectra are defined 
as follows: 
K(r)_l (1) 
= 1 / K(r) ~ i'1[n]s[t;.m 
n=O 
K-! 
St.k = 1 / K ~ g[n]s[t1 + n]e-j2rrkn/K, 
n=O 
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In one embodiment of the present invention described in 
the followings, Sz,m,k(r) or Sz,k' is dealt with as an unknown 
parameter, wk' is dealt with as a first random variable of 
missing data, x1 m k (r) or x1 k' is dealt with as a part of a second 
random variabl~,'and Sz,m:k(r) or Sz,k' is dealt with as another 
part of the second random variable. 
It is assumed that x1 m k (r) and s1 m k (r) are given for a certain 
time duration and z 'crl={{x (r)'} {s (r)} } is given k l,m,k lo l,m,k k 
10 where {*h represents the time series of STFS bins at a fre-
quency index k. With this, it is assumed that speech can be 
dereverberated by estimating a source signal that maximizes 
a likelihood function defined at each frequency index k as: 
where s[n] is a digitized waveform signal, gCrl[n] and g[n], 
K(r) and K, and t1 m and t1 are window functions, the number of 15 
discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) points, and time indi-
ces forthe STFS and the LTFS, respectively. A relationship is 
e, = argmaxlogp{zi'1 I e, J 
e, 
= argmaxlogf p{we, zi'1 I e, )&we, 
e, 
(6) 
set between t1 m and t1 as t1 m =t1+mi: for m=O to M-1 where i: 
is a frame shift between ;uccessive short-time frames. Fur-
thermore, the following normalization condition is intro- 20 
duced: 
where E>k={Sz,m,k(r)}k, 8k={sz,m,k(r)}k, and k'=Kk is a fre-
quency index for LTFS bins. The integral in the above equa-
tion of8k is a simple double integral on the real and imaginary 
M-! 
g[n] = K ~ g('1[n-mr]. 
m=O 
(2) 
25 parts of wk .. The inverse filter wk,, which is not observed, is 
dealt with as missing data in the above likelihood function 
and is marginalized through the integration. To analyze this 
function, it is further assumed that {S1 m k(r)}k and the joint 
where K is an integer constant. With this, the following equa- 30 
ti on holds between STFS, Sz,m,k (r) andLTFS, Sz,k' where k'=Kk: 
event of {Xz,m,k(r)h and wk' are statistically independent 
given {Sz,m,k(r)h· With this, p{wk,, zk18J in the above equa-
tion (6) can be divided into two functions as: 
M-! 
S1.k' = ~ 
(3) 
m=O 
where ri=d2"1aix<'>_ An inverse operation is defined, denoted 
by LSmk{*}, that transforms a set of LTFS bins Szk' for 
k'=l-K ~ta long-time frame 1, denoted by { s1,k,}z, to an STFS 
bin at a short-time frame m and a frequency index k as: 
(4) 
This transformation can be implemented by cascading an 
inverse long-time Fourier transformation and a short-time 
Fourier transformation. Obviously, LSm,k{*} is a linear 
operator. 
Three types of representations of a signal, namely, a wave-
form digitized signal, an short time Fourier spectrum (STFS) 
and a long time Fourier spectrum (LTFS) contains the same 
information, and can be transformed from one to another 
using a known transformation without any major information 
loss. 
Probabilistic Models of Source and Room Acoustics 
The following terms are defined: 
STFS of the observed reverberant signal 
STFS of the unknown source signal 
STFS of the initial source signal estimate 
wk,: LTFS of the unknown inverse filter (k'=Kk) (5) 
It is assumed that x1 m k(r), s1 m k(r), s1 m k(r) and wk' are the 
o o o o o (') ( ) A ( ) 
realizations of random processes X1 m k r, S1 m k r, S1 m k r 
and Wk'' respectively, and that §1 m '/l is g{v~n frodi 'the 
observed signal based on the featur~s,of a speech signal such 
as harmonicity and sparseness. 
(7) 
35 The former is a probability density function (pdf) related to 
room acoustics, that is, the joint probability density function 
(pdf) of the observed signal and the inverse filter given the 
source signal. The latter is another probability density func-
tion (pdf) related to the information provided by the initial 
40 estimation, that is, the probability density function (pdf) of 
the initial source signal estimate given the source signal. The 
second component can be interpreted as being the probabi-
listic presence of the speech features given the true source 
signal. They will hereinafter be referred to "acoustics prob-
45 ability density function (acoustics pdf)" and "source prob-
ability density function (source pdf)", respectively. Ideally, 
the inverse transfer function wk' transforms Xz,k' into Sz,k'' that 
is, w k'Xz k'=s1 k'" However, in a real acoustical environment, 
h . , . , . . (a) 50 t 1s equat10n may contam a certam error Ez,k' =wk,xl,k'-sl,k' 
for such reasons as insufficient inverse filter length and fluc-
tuation of room transfer function. Therefore, the acoustics pdf 
can be considered as a probability density function (pdf) for 
this error as p{wk,,{x1,m,k(r)h1E>k}=p{{E1,k'(a)h,IE>k}. Simi-
55 larly, the source probability density function (source pdf) 
can be considered as another probability density 
function (pdf) for the error Ez,m,k (sr)=§z,m,k (r)_Sz,m,k (r) as 
p{ { Sz,m,k (r)hl E>k}=p{ { Ez,m,k (sr)hl Elk}, or the difference 
between the source signal and the feature-based signal. For 
60 the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that these errors to be 
sequentially independent random processes given { S 1 m k (r)} k· 
It is assumed that the real and imaginary parts of the 'above 
two error processes are mutually independent with the same 
variances and can individually be modeled by Gaussian ran-
65 dam processes with zero means. With these assumptions, the 
error probability density functions (error pdfs) are repre-
sented as: 
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(8) 
(u) n n (u) { l.si'.~.i} p{{.sl,m,k J k I Gk} = bl,m,k exp -
2
CT(u) ' 
l m l,m,k 
where Oz,k'(a) and Oz,m,k (sr) are, respectively, variances for the 10 
two probability density functions (pdfs ), hereafter referred to 
as acoustic ambient uncertainty and source signal uncer-
tainty. It is assumed that these two values are given based on 
the features of the speech signals and room acoustics. 
Explanation of the EM Algorithm 15 
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is an opti-
mization methodology for finding a set of parameters that 
maximize a given likelihood function that includes missing 
data. This is disclosed by AP. Dempster, N. M. Laird, and D. 
B. Rubin, in "maximum likelihood from incorporate data via 20 
the EM algorithm," Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 
Series B, 39(1): 1-38, 1977. In general, a likelihood function 
is represented as: 
25 
L(G) = p{X = x I 0), (9) 
= fp{X=x,Y=ylG)dy, 
30 
where p{*IE>} represents a probability density function (pdf) 
of random variables under a condition where a set of param-
eters, 8, is given, andX andY arethe random variables. X=x 
means that xis given as the observed data on X. In the above 
likelihood function, Y is assumed not to be observed, referred 35 
to as missing data, and thus the probability density function 
(pdf) is marginalized with Y The maximum likelihood prob-
lem can be solved by finding a realization of the parameter set, 
8=8, that maximizes the likelihood function. 
In accordance with the Expectation-Maximization (EM) 40 
algorithm, the expectation step (E-step) with an auxiliary 
function Q{818} and the maximization step (M-step), 
respectively, are defined as: 
16 
(EM) algorithm. With this approach, the expectation step 
(E-step) with an auxiliary function Q(E>kl 8k) and the maximi-
zation step (M-step ), respectively, are defined for speech der-
everberation as: 
Q(G, 18,J = E1e{logp{We, zi'1 = zk'1!0dl0, = 8k), 
= J p{We =we, zi'1 = zf110, = 8k) 
logp{We =we, zk'1 = zi'1 = zk'1!0,J, 
e, = argmaxQ(G,18,), 
e, 
(11) 
where, zk (r) is assumed to be a realization of a random process 
of: 
zk<cl={ {X1,m,k«>},,,{S1,m,k<clh}. 
In accordance with the EM algorithm, the log-likelihood 
log p{zkCr)l8k} increases by updating 8k with Bk obtained 
through an EM iteration, and it converges to a stationary point 
solution by repeating the iteration. 
Solution 
Instead of directly calculating the E-step and M-step, 
Q(E>kl8k)-Q(8kl8k) is analyzed because it has its maximum 
value at the same Elk as Q(E>kl 8k). After a certain arrangement 
of Q(E>kl8k)-Q(8kl8k) and only extracting the terms that 
involve Elk, thereby obtaining the following function. 
{ 
I- s 12 1·(•l s(•l 12 } • _ \:1 - Wk' Xt,k' - l,k' \:1 - St,m,k - l,m,k Qe{0,18k} - U (a) + U (u) ' 
l 2crl,k' m 2crl,m,k 
(12) 
£-step: Q{0 I 8) = E1e{logp{X = x, YI 0) I 0 = 8), 
= f p{X = x, Y = y I 0 = 8) 
logp{X = x, Y = y 1 G)dy, 
(10) 
where"*" means a complex conjugate. It should be noted that 
the Elk that maximizes Q8 {8kl8k} also maximizes Q(E>kl8k), 
and the Elk that makes Q8 { 8kl8k}>Q8 {8kl8k} and also makes 
Q(E>kl8k)>Q(8kl8k). Elk that maximizes Q8 {8kl8k} can be 
obtained by differentiating it with S1 m k (r), setting it at zero, 
45 and solving the resultant simultaneo~~ equations. However, 
the computational cost of obtaining the solution is rather high 
because it is needed to solve this equation with M unknown 
variables for each 1 and k. 
Instead, to maximize Q8 { 8kl8k} of the above equation 
M-step: 1J = argmaxQ{0 I 8), 
e 
50 (12) in a more efficient way, the following assumption is 
introduced. The power of an LTFS bin can be approximated 
by the sum of the power of the STFS bins that compose the 
LTFS bin based on the above equation (3), that is: 
where E 18{*18} in an upper one of the above equations (10) 
labeled "E-step" is an expectation function under a condition 55 
where 8=8 is fixed, which is more specifically defined as the 
second line of the equations in E-step. The likelihood func-
tion L{ 8} is shown to increase by updating 8=8 with E>=B 
through one iteration of the expectation step (E-step) and the 
maximization step (M-step ), where Q{ 818} is calculated in 60 
the expectation step (E-step) while E>=B that maximizes 
Q{818} obtained in the maximization step (M-step). The 
solution to the maximum likelihood problem is obtained by 
repeating the iteration. 
Solution Based on EM Algorithm 
One effective way for solving the above equation (6) of8k 
is to use the above-described Expectation-Maximization 
M-! 
ls1,el 2 ~ ~ 
m=O 
(13) 
With this assumption, Q8 { E>kl 8k} given by the above equa-
tion (12) can be rewritten as: 
(14) 
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-continued 
-lsi'.~,, - s):~l 
2 (sr) CTt,m,k 
By differentiating the above equation and setting it at zero, 
a closed form solution can be obtained for Bk given by the 
M-step of the above equation (11) as follows: 
Discussion 
cr}::;l,kL5m,d{Wex1,k' }/} + cri~],s}~~,k 
er}~), + cr}~:;l,k 
(15) 
With this approach, the dereverberation is achieved by 
repeatedly calculating wk' given by the above equation (12) 
and 'Sz,m,k(r) given by the above equation (15) in turn. 
wk' in the above equation (12) corresponds to the derever-
beration filter obtained by the conventional HERB and SBD 
approaches given the initial source signal estimates as Sz,k'and 
the observed signals as Xz,k'' 
The above equation (15) updates the source estimate by a 
weighted average of the initial source signal estimate Sz,m,k (r) 
and the source estimate obtained by multiplying Xz,k' by wk'' 
The weight is determined in accordance with the source sig-
nal uncertainty and acoustic ambient uncertainty. In other 
words, one EM iteration elaborates the source estimate by 
integrating two types of source estimates obtained based on 
source and room acoustics properties. 
From a different point of view, the inverse filter estimate 
w k'=W k' calculated by the above equation (12) can be taken as 
one that maximizes the likelihood function that is defined as 
follows under the condition where 8k is fixed, 
(16) 
where the same definitions as the above equation (8) are 
adopted for the probability density functions (pdfs) in the 
above likelihood function. In addition, the source signal esti-
mate 8k=Bk calculated by the above equation (15) also maxi-
mizes the above likelihood function under the condition 
where the inverse filter estimate wk' is fixed. Therefore, the 
inverse filter estimate wk' and the source signal estimate ek 
that maximize the above likelihood function can be obtained 
by repeatedly calculating the above equations (12) and (15), 
respectively. In other words, the inverse filter estimate wk' that 
maximizes the above likelihood function can be calculated 
through this iterative optimization algorithm. 
Selected embodiments of the present invention will now be 
described with reference to the drawings. It will be apparent 
to those skilled in the art from this disclosure that the follow-
ing descriptions of the embodiments of the present invention 
are provided for illustration only and not for the purpose of 
limiting the invention as defined by the appended claims and 
their equivalents. 
FIRST EMBODIMENT 
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ment of the present invention. A speech dereverberation appa-
ratus 10000 can be realized by a set of functional units that are 
cooperated to receive an input of an observed signal x[n] and 
generate an output of a waveform signal s[ n], Each of the 
functional units may comprise either a hardware and/or soft-
ware that is constructed and/or programmed to carry out a 
predetermined function. The terms "adapted" and "config-
ured" are used to describe a hardware and/or a software that is 
constructed and/or programmed to carry out the desired func-
10 tion or functions. The speech dereverberation apparatus 
10000 can be realized by, for example, a computer or a pro-
cessor. The speech dereverberation apparatus 10000 per-
forms operations for speech dereverberation. A speech der-
everberation method can be realized by a program to be 
15 executed by a computer. 
The speech dereverberation apparatus 10000 may typically 
include an initialization unit 1000, a likelihood maximization 
unit 2000 and an inverse short time Fourier transform unit 
4000. The initialization unit 1000 may be adapted to receive 
20 the observed signal x[n] that can be a digitized waveform 
signal, where n is the sample index. The digitized waveform 
signal x[n] may contain a speech signal with an unknown 
degree of reverberance. The speech signal can be captured by 
an apparatus such as a microphone or microphones. The 
25 initialization unit 1000 may be adapted to extract, from the 
observed signal, an initial source signal estimate and uncer-
tainties pertaining to a source signal and an acoustic ambient. 
The initialization unit 1000 may also be adapted to formulate 
representations of the initial source signal estimate, the 
30 source signal uncertainty and the acoustic ambient uncer-
tainty. These representations are enumerated as § [ n] that is the 
digitized waveform initial source, signal estimate, Oz m k (sr) 
that is the variance or dispersion representing the ~o{rrce 
signal uncertainty, and Oz k'(a) that is the variance or dispersion 
35 representing the acousti~ ambient uncertainty, for all indices 
1, m, k, and k'. Namely, the initialization unit 1000 may be 
adapted to receive the input of the digitized waveform signal 
x[n] as the observed signal and to generate the digitized 
waveform initial source signal estimate s[n], the variance or 
40 dispersion Oz m k (sr) representing the source signal uncer-
tainty, and th~ ~ariance or dispersion Oz k'(a) representing the 
acoustic ambient uncertainty. ' 
The likelihood maximization unit 2000 may be cooperated 
with the initialization unit 1000. Namely, the likelihood 
45 maximization unit 2000 may be adapted to receive inputs of 
the digitized waveform initial source signal estimates[ n], the 
source signal uncertainty Oz m k (sr), and the acoustic ambient 
uncertainty Oz k'(a) from the initialization unit 1000. The like-
lihood maximization unit 2000 may also be adapted to receive 
50 another input of the digitized waveform observed signal x[ n] 
as the observed signal. s[n] is the digitized waveform initial 
source signal estimate. Oz m k (sr) is a first variance representing 
the source signal uncert~i~ty. Oz k'(a) is the second variance 
representing the acoustic ambient uncertainty. The likelihood 
55 maximization unit 2000 may also be adapted to determine a 
source signal estimate 8k that maximizes a likelihood func-
tion, wherein the determination is made with reference to the 
digitized waveform observed signal x[ n], the digitized wave-
form initial source signal estimate s[n], the first variance 
60 Oz m k (sr) representing the source signal uncertainty, and the 
se~~nd variance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient 
uncertainty. In ge~eral, the likelihood function may be 
defined based on a probability density fraction that is evalu-
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus for 65 
speech dereverberation based on probabilistic models of 
source and room acoustics in accordance with a first embodi-
ated in accordance with an unknown parameter defined with 
reference to the source signal estimate, a first random variable 
of missing data representing an inverse filter of a room trans-
fer function, and a second random variable of observed data 
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defined with reference to the observed signal and the initial 
source signal estimate. The determination of the source signal 
estimate 8k is carried out using an iterative optimization algo-
rithm. 
A typical example of the iterative optimization algorithm 
may include, but is not limited to, the above-described expec-
tation-maximization algorithm. In one example, the likeli-
hood maximization unit 2000 may be adapted to search for 
source signals, 8k={sz m k(r)}k for all k, and estimate a source 
signal that maximize; a
0 
likelihood function defined as: 
.£ {8k}~!ogp{zk<r>1ek~ek} 
20 
source signal estimate Sz k' in the initial step of the iteration 
from the long-time Fouri~r transform unit 2900 and is further 
adapted to substitute the source signal estimate 8k' for { Sz,d k'" 
The update unit 2200 is furthermore adapted to send the 
updated source signal estimate 8 k' to the inverse filter estima-
tion unit 2400. The update unit 2200 is also adapted to receive 
a source signal, estimate Sz k' in the later step of the iteration 
from the STFS-to-LTFS tr~sform unit 2300, and to substi-
tute the source signal estimate 8k,for {sz k'}k .. The update unit 
10 2200 is also adapted to send the updat~d source signal esti-
mate 8k' to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400 . 
The inverse filter estimation unit 2400 is cooperated with 
the long-time Fourier transform unit 2100, the update unit 
2200 and the initialization unit 1000. The inverse filter esti-
mation unit 2400 is adapted to receive the observed signal Xz k' 
from the long-time Fourier transform unit 2100. The inver~e 
filter estimation unit 2400 is also adapted to receive the 
updated source signal estimate 8k' from the update unit 2200. 
The inverse filter estimation unit 2400 is also adapted to 
where zk(r)={ {xz.m.k(r)h,{sz.m.k(r)h} is the joint event of a 
short-time observation Xz m k (r) and the initial source signal 
estimate Sz m k (r) at the m~~ent. The details of this function 15 
have alreadyheen described with reference to the above equa-
tion (6). Consequently, the likelihood maximization unit 
2000 may be adapted to determine and output the source 
signal estimate Sz.m.k(r) that maximizes the likelihood func-
tion. 20 receive the second variance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic 
ambient uncertainty from the' initialization unit 1000. The 
inverse filter estimation unit 2400 is further adapted to calcu-
late an inverse filter estimate wk'' based on the observed signal 
The inverse short time Fourier transform unit 4000 may be 
cooperated with the likelihood maximization unit 2000. 
Namely, the inverse short time Fourier transform unit 4000 
may be adapted to receive, from the likelihood maximization 
unit 2000, inputs of the source signal estimates Sz m k (r) that 25 
maximizes the likelihood function. The inverse ;h~rt time 
Xz k'' the updated source signal estimate 8k,, and the second 
v~iance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient uncertainty 
in accorda~ce with the above equation (12). The inverse filter 
Fourier transform unit 4000 may also be adapted to transform 
the source signal estimate s z m k (r) into a digitized waveform 
signal s[n] and output the digitized waveform, signal s[n]. 
The likelihood maximization unit 2000 can be realized by 
a set of sub-functional units that are cooperated with each 
other to determine and output the source signal estimate 
Szmk(r) that maximizes the likelihood function. FIG. 2 is a 
blo~k diagram illustrating a configuration of the likelihood 
maximization unit 2000 shown in FIG. 3. In one case, the 
likelihood maximization unit 2000 may further include a 
long-time Fourier transform unit 2100, an update unit 2200, 
an STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300, an inverse filter esti-
mation unit 2400, a filtering unit 2500, an LTFS-to-STFS 
transform unit 2600, a source signal estimation and conver-
gence check unit 2700, a short time Fourier transform unit 
2800, and a long time Fourier transform unit 2900. Those 
units are cooperated to continue to perform iterative opera-
tions until the source signal estimate that maximizes the like-
lihood function has been determined. 
The long-time Fourier transform unit 2100 is adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform observed signal x[n] as the 
observed signal from the initialization unit 1000. The long-
time Fourier transform unit 2100 is also adapted to perform a 
long-time Fourier transformation of the digitized waveform 
observed signal x[n] into a transformed observed signal Xz k' 
as long term Fourier spectra (LTFSs). ' 
The short-time Fourier transform unit 2800 is adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform initial source signal estimate 
s[n] the initialization unit 1000. The short-time Fourier trans-
form unit 2800 is adapted to perform a short-time Fourier 
transformation of the digitized waveform initial source signal 
estimate s[n] into an, initial source signal estimate sz m kCrl. 
The long-time Fourier transform unit 2900 is ad~pted to 
receive the digitized waveform initial source signal estimate 
s[n] from the initialization unit 1000. The long-time Fourier 
transform unit 2900 is adapted to perform a long-time Fourier 
transformation of the digitized waveform initial source signal 
estimate s[n] into an initial source signal estimate Sz k'" 
The update unit 2200 is cooperated with the l~ng-time 
Fourier transform unit 2900 and the STFS-to-LTFS transform 
unit 2300. The update unit 2200 is adapted to receive an initial 
estimation unit 2400 is further adapted to output the inverse 
filter estimate wk'" 
The filtering unit 2500 is cooperated with the long-time 
30 Fourier transform unit 2100 and the inverse filter estimation 
unit 2400. The filtering unit 2500 is adapted to receive the 
observed signal Xz k' from the long-time Fourier transform 
unit 2100. The filte;ing unit 2500 is also adapted to receive the 
inverse filter estimate wk' from the inverse filter estimation 
35 unit 2400. The filtering unit 2500 is also adapted to apply the 
observed signal Xz k' to the inverse filter estimate Wk' to gen-
erate a filtered sou'rce signal estimate Sz k'" A typical example 
of the filtering process for applying the ~bserved signal Xz k' to 
the inverse filter estimate wk' may include, but is not lin:{ited 
40 to, calculating a product w k.Xz k' of the observed signal Xz k' and 
the inverse filter estimate wk''. In this case, the filtered ;ource 
signal estimate Sz k' is given by the product w k'Xz k' of the 
observed signal Xz, k' and the inverse filter estimate~ k'" 
The LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 is cooperated with 
45 the filtering unit 2500. The LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 
2600 is adapted to receive the filtered source signal estimate 
Sz k' from the filtering unit 2500. The LTFS-to-STFS trans-
f~rm unit 2600 is further adapted to perform an LTFS-to-
STFS transformation of the filtered source signal estimate Sz k' 
50 into a transformed filtered source signal estimate Sz m k (r). 
When the filtering process is to calculate the product ~ ;,xz k' 
the observed signal Xz k' and the inverse filter estimate wk'' the 
LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 is further adapted to per-
form an LTFS-to-STFS transformation of the product w k'Xz k' 
55 into a transformed signal LSm,k{ {wk,xZ,k'}z}. In this case, the 
product w k'Xz k' represents the filtered source signal estimate 
Sz,k'' and the t~ansformed signal LSm,k { { w k'xZ,k'}z} represents 
the transformed filtered source signal estimate Sz m k (r). 
The source signal estimation and convergenc~ ~heck unit 
60 2700 is cooperated with the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 
2600, the short time Fourier transform unit 2800, and the 
initialization unit 1000. The source signal estimation and 
convergence check unit 2700 is adapted to receive the trans-
formed filtered source signal estimate Sz m k (r) from the LTFS-
65 to-STFS transform unit 2600. The so~c~ signal estimation 
and convergence check unit 2700 is also adapted to receive, 
from the initialization unit 1000, the first variance Oz,m,k(sr) 
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representing the source signal uncertainty and the second 
variance Oz,k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient uncer-
tainty. The source signal estimation and convergence check 
unit 2700 is also adapted to receive the initial source signal 
estimate Sz,m,k(r) from the short-time Fourier transform unit 
2800. The source signal estimation and convergence check 
unit 2700 is further adapted to estimate a source signal Sz,m,k (r) 
based on the transformed filtered source signal estimate 
Sz m k (r), the first variance Oz m k (sr) representing the source 
sig~al uncertainty, the secon'd 'variance Oz,k'(a) representing 10 
the acoustic ambient uncertainty and the initial source signal 
estimate Sz,m,k(r), wherein the estimation is made in accor-
dance with the above equation (15). 
The source signal estimation and convergence check unit 15 
2700 is furthermore adapted to determine the status of con-
vergence of the iterative procedure, for example, by compar-
ing a current value of the source signal estimate Sz,m,k(r) that 
has currently been estimated to a previous value of the source 
signal estimate Sz,m,k (r) that has previously been estimated, 20 
and checking whether or not the current value deviates from 
the previous value by less than a certain predetermined 
amount. If the source signal estimation and convergence 
check unit 2700 confirms that the current value of the source 
signal estimate Sz m k (r) deviates from the previous value 25 
thereof by less tha~ the certain predetermined amount, then 
the source signal estimation and convergence check unit 2700 
recognizes that the convergence of the source signal estimate 
22 
The above-described iteration procedure will be continued 
until the source signal estimation and convergence check unit 
2700 has confirmed that the convergence of the source signal 
estimate Sz m k (r) has been obtained. In the initial step of itera-
tion, the updated source signal estimate 8k, is {sz,k,}k' that is 
supplied from the long time Fourier transform unit 2900. In 
the second or later steps of the iteration, the updated source 
signal estimate ek' is {sz,k,}k" 
If the source signal estimation, and convergence check unit 
2700 has confirmed that the convergence of the source signal 
estimate Sz,m,k(r) has been obtained, then the source signal 
estimation and convergence check unit 2700 provides the 
source signal estimates Sz,m,k (r) as a first output to the inverse 
short time Fourier transform unit 4000. The inverse short time 
Fourier transform unit 4000 may be adapted to transform the 
source signal estimate Sz,m,k(r) into a digitized waveform sig-
nal s[n] and output the digitized waveform signal s[n]. 
Operations of the likelihood maximization unit 2000 will 
be described with reference to FIG. 2. 
In the initial step of iteration, the digitized waveform 
observed signal x[n] is supplied to the long-time Fourier 
transform unit 2100 from the initialization unit 1000. The 
long-time Fourier transformation is performed by the long-
time Fourier transform unit 2100 so that the digitized wave-
form observed signal x[ n] is transformed into the transformed 
observed signal Xz k' as long term Fourier spectra (LTFSs). 
The digitized wav~form initial source signal estimate s[n] is 
supplied from the initialization unit 1000 to the short-time 
Fourier transform unit 2800 and the long-time Fourier trans-
form unit 2900. The short-time Fourier transformation is 
s z m k (r) has been obtained. If the source signal estimation and 
c~n'vergence check unit 2700 confirms that the current value 30 
of the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) deviates from the previ-
ous value thereof by not less tha~ the certain predetermined 
amount, then the source signal estimation and convergence 
check unit 2700 recognizes thatthe convergence of the source 
signal estimate Sz m k(r) has not yet been obtained. 
It is possible a~ ~ modification that the iterative procedure 
is terminated when the number of iterations reaches a certain 
predetermined value. Namely, the source signal estimation 
and convergence check unit 2700 has confirmed that the 
number of iterations reaches a certain predetermined value, 
then the source signal estimation and convergence check unit 
2700 recognizes mat the convergence of the source signal 
estimate Sz m k (r) has been obtained. If the source signal esti-
mation and ~onvergence check unit 2700 has confirmed that 
the convergence of the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) has been 
obtained, then the source signal, estimation and ~onvergence 
check unit 2700 provides the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) as 
performed by the short-time Fourier transform unit 2800 so 
thatthe digitized waveform initial source signal estimate s[n] 
is transformed into the initial source signal estimate § z m k (r). 
35 The long-time Fourier transformation is performed by' the 
long-time Fourier transform, unit 2900 so that the digitized 
waveform initial source signal estimate s[n] is transformed 
into the initial source signal estimate Sz k· 
The initial source signal estimate Sz ;, is supplied from the 
40 long-time Fourier transform unit 2900 to the update unit 
2200. The source signal estimate 8k' is substituted for the 
initial source signal estimate {sz k,}k' by the update unit 2200. 
The initial source signal estimat~ 8k,={sz,k'h,is then supplied 
from the update unit 2200 to the inverse filter estimation unit 
45 2400. The observed signal Xz k'is supplied from the long-time 
Fourier transform unit 2100 to the inverse filter estimation 
unit 2400. The second variance Oz k'(a) representing the acous-
tic ambient uncertainty is supplied from the initialization unit 
1000 to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. The inverse 
a first output to the inverse short time Fourier transf~r~ unit 
4000. If the source signal estimation and convergence check 
unit 2700 has confirmed that the convergence of the source 50 
signal estimate Sz m k (r) has not yet been obtained, then the 
source signal estim'ation and convergence check unit 2700 
provides the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) as a second output 
to the STFS-to-LTFS transform unit'23oo. 
filter estimate wk' is calculated by the inverse filter estimation 
unit 2400 based on the observed signal Xz k'' the initial source 
signal estimate 8k,, and the second varian~e Oz k'(a) represent-
ing the acoustic ambient uncertainty, wherein the calculation 
is made in accordance with the above equation (12). 
The inverse filter estimate wk' is supplied from the inverse 
filter estimation unit 2400 to the filtering unit 2500. The 
observed signal Xz k' is further supplied from the long-time 
Fourier transform 'unit 2100 to the filtering unit 2500. The 
inverse filter estimate wk' is applied by the filtering unit 2500 
The STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 is cooperated with 55 
the source signal estimation and convergence check unit 
2700. The STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 is adapted to 
receive the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) from the source 
signal estimation and convergence ~heck unit 2700. The 
STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 is adapted to perform an 
STFS-to-LTFS transformation of the source signal estimate 
60 to the observed signal Xz k' to generate the filtered source 
signal estimate Sz k" A typi~al example of the filtering process 
for applying the' observed signal Xz k' to the inverse filter 
estimate wk' may be to calculate the' product w k'Xz k' of the 
observed signal Xz,k' and the inverse filter estimate w~ .. In this 
s z m k (r) into a transformed source signal estimates s z k" 
'Iii the later steps of the iteration operation, the update unit 
2200 receives the source signal estimates Sz k' from the STFS-
to-LTFS transform unit 2300, and to sub~titute the source 
signal estimate 8k' for {sz,k'h' and send the updated source 
signal estimate 8k' to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. 
65 case, the filtered source signal estimate Sz k' is given by the 
product w k'Xz k' of the observed signal Xz ~, and the inverse 
filter estimate' wk" ' 
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The filtered source signal estimate Sz k' is supplied from the 
filtering unit 2500 to the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600. 
The LTFS-to-STFS transformation is performed by the 
LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 so that the filtered source 
signal estimate Sz k' is transformed into the transformed fil-
tered source sign~! estimate Sz m k (r). When the filtering pro-
cess is to calculate the product' fit k'Xz k' of the observed signal 
Xz k' and the inverse filter estimate fit k'' the product w k'Xz k' is 
tr~nsformed into a transformed signal LSm k{ {w k,xz k'}z}'. 
The transformed filtered source signal ~stimate ~z m k (r) is 
supplied from the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 260.0 to the 
source signal estimation and convergence check unit 2700. 
Both the first variance Oz m k (sr) representing the source signal 
uncertainty and the sec~nd variance Oz k'(a) representing the 
acoustic ambient uncertainty are suppli~d from the initializa-
tion unit 1000 to the source signal estimation and conver-
gence check unit 2700. The initial source signal estimate 
source signal estimation and convergence check unit 2700. 
Both the first variance Oz m k (sr) representing the source signal 
uncertainty and the sec~nd variance Oz k'(a) representing the 
acoustic ambient uncertainty are also s~pplied from the ini-
tialization unit 1000 to the source signal estimation and con-
vergence check unit 2700. The updated initial source signal 
estimate Sz m k(r) is supplied from the short-time Fourier trans-
form unit ZSOO to the source signal estimation and conver-
gence check unit 2700. The source signal estimate Sz m k (r) is 
10 calculated by the source signal estimation and conv~rgence 
check unit 2700 based on the transformed filtered source 
signal estimates Sz m k (r) the first variance Oz m k (sr) represent-
ing the source si~ai uncertainty, the second ~ariance Oz k'(a) 
representing the acoustic ambient uncertainty and the in'itial 
Sz m k (r) is supplied from the short-time Fourier transform unit 
2SOO to the source signal estimation and convergence check 
unit 2700. The source signal estimate Sz m k (r) is calculated by 
the source signal estimation and conver!ie~ce check unit 2700 
based on the transformed filtered source signal estimate 
15 source signal estimate Sz m k (r), wherein the estimation is made 
in accordance with the ab~ve equation (15). The current value 
of the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) that has currently been 
estimated is compared to the pr~vious value of the source 
signal estimate Sz m k(r) that has previously been estimated. It 
20 is verified by the' s~urce signal estimation and convergence 
check unit 2700 whether or not the current value deviates 
Sz m k (r), the first variance Oz m k (sr) representing the source 
sig~al uncertainty, the secon'd 'variance Oz k'(a) representing 
the acoustic ambient uncertainty and the initial source signal 25 
estimate Sz m k (r), wherein the estimation is made in accor-
dance with the above equation (15). 
In the initial step of iteration, the source signal estimate 
Sz m k (r) is supplied from the source signal estimation and 
c~n~ergence check unit 2700 to the STFS-to-LTFS transform 30 
unit 2300 so that the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) is trans-
formed into the transformed source signal esti~ate Sz k" The 
transformed source signal estimate Sz k' is supplied fr~m the 
STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 t~ the update unit 2200. 
The source signal estimate 8k, is substituted for the trans- 35 
formed source signal estimate {sz,k'h' by the update unit 
2200. The updated source signal estimate 8k,is supplied from 
the update unit 2200 to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. 
In the second or later steps of iteration, the source signal 
estimate 8k,={sz k,}k' is then supplied from the update unit 40 
2200 to the inve~se filter estimation unit 2400. The observed 
from the previous value by less than a certain predetermined 
amount. 
If it is was confirmed by the source signal estimation and 
convergence check unit 2700 that the current value of the 
source signal estimate Sz m k (r) deviates from the previous 
value thereof by less than the certain predetermined amount, 
then it is recognized by the source signal estimation and 
convergence check unit 2700 that the convergence of the 
source signal estimate s z m k (r) has been obtained. The source 
signal estimate Sz m k (r) ~s ~ first output is supplied from the 
source signal estii'n~tion and convergence check unit 2700 to 
the inverse short time Fourier transform unit 4000. The source 
signal estimate s z m k (r) is transformed by the inverse short 
time Fourier transfo~ unit 4000 into the digitized waveform 
source signal estimate s[n]. 
If it is was confirmed by the source signal estimation and 
convergence check unit 2700 that the current value of the 
source signal estimate Sz m k (r) does not deviate from the pre-
vious value thereof by ie~s than the certain predetermined 
amount, then it is recognized by the source signal estimation 
signal Xz k' is also supplied from the long-time Fourier trans-
form unit 2100 to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. The 
second variance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient 
uncertainty is supplied from the initialization unit 1000 to the 
inverse filter estimation unit 2400. An updated inverse filter 
estimate wk' is calculated by the inverse filter estimation unit 
2400 based on the observed signal Xz k'' the updated source 
signal estimate 8k,={slk,}k'' and the s~cond variance Oz k'(a) 
representing the acou;tic ambient uncertainty, wherein' the 
calculation is made in accordance with the above equation 
and convergence check unit 2700 that the convergence of the 
source signal estimate Sz m k (r) has not yet keen obtained. The 
source signal estimate ~z ~ k (r) is supplied from the source 
45 signal estimation and co~v'ergence check, unit 2700 to the 
STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 so that the source signal 
estimate Sz m k (r) is transformed into the transformed source 
signal esti~~te Sz k" The transformed source signal estimates 
Sz k' is supplied fr~m the STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 
50 t~ the update unit 2200. The source signal estimate 8k' is 
substituted for the transformed source signal estimate {sz,k'h' 
by the update unit 2200. The updated source signal estimate 
ek' is supplied from the update unit 2200 to the inverse filter 
estimation unit 2400. 
(12). 
The updated inverse filter estimate wk' is supplied, from the 
inverse filter estimation unit 2400 to the filtering unit 2500. 
The observed signal Xz k' is further supplied from the long- 55 
time Fourier transform' unit 2100 to the filtering unit 2500. 
The observed signal Xz k' is applied by the filtering unit 2500 
to the updated inverse' filter estimate wk' to generate the fil-
tered source signal estimate Sz,k" 
The updated filtered source signal estimates Sz k' is supplied 60 
from the filtering unit 2500 to the LTFS-to-STFS transform 
unit 2600. The LTFS-to-STFS transformation is performed 
It is possible as a modification that the iterative procedure 
is terminated when the number of iterations reaches a certain 
predetermined value. Namely, it has been confirmed by the 
source signal estimation and convergence check unit 2700 
mat the number of iterations reaches a certain predetermined 
value, then if is recognized by the source signal estimation 
and convergence check unit 2700 that the convergence of the 
source signal estimate Sz m k (r) has been obtained. Ifit has been 
confirmed by the sourc~ ~ignal estimation and convergence 
check unit 2700 that the convergence of the source signal 
by the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 so that the updated 
filtered source signal estimate Sz k' is transformed into the 
transformed filtered source signal' estimate Sz m k (r). 
The updated filtered source signal estimat~ ~z m k (r) is sup-
plied from the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit '2600 to the 
65 estimate Sz m k (r) has been obtained, then the source signal 
estimate Sz 'm ~ (r) as a first output is supplied from the source 
signal estii'n~tion and convergence check unit 2700 to the 
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short time Fourier transform unit 2620 is further adapted to 
transform the digitized waveform filtered source signal esti-
mate s[ n] into a transformed filtered source signal estimate 
Sz,m,k (r) as an output. 
FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
the long-time Fourier transform unit 2100 shown in FIG. 2. 
The long-time Fourier transform unit 2100 may include a 
windowing unit 2110 and a discrete Fourier transform unit 
inverse short time Fourier transform unit 4000. If it has been 
confirmed by the source signal estimation and convergence 
check unit 2700 that the convergence of the source signal 
estimate Szmk(r) has not yet been obtained, then the source 
signal esti~~te s1 m k (r) as a second output is supplied from the 
source signal estin:{ation and convergence check unit 2700 to 
the STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 so that the source 
signal estimate s1 m k (r) is then transformed into the trans-
formed source sig~ai estimate s1 k'" The source signal estimate 
Bk' is further substituted for the transformed source signal 
estimate s1 k'" 
The abo~e-described iteration procedure will be continued 
until it has been confirmed by the source signal estimation and 
convergence check unit 2700 that the convergence of the 
source signal estimate s1 m k (r) has been obtained. In the initial 15 
step of the iteration, the.updated source signal estimate 8k, is 
{sz,k·h· that is supplied from the long time Fourier transform 
unit 2900. In the second or later steps of the iteration, the 
updated source signal estimate 8k' is {sz,k'h'" 
10 2120. The windowing unit 2110 is adapted to receive the 
digitized waveform observed signal x[n]. The windowing 
unit 2110 is further adapted to repeatedly apply an analysis 
window function g[n] to the digitized waveform observed 
signal x[n] that is given as: 
If it has been confirmed by the source signal estimation and 20 
convergence check unit 2700 that the convergence of the 
source signal estimate s 1 m k (r) has been obtained, then the 
source signal estimate s1 m, k (r) as a first output is supplied from 
the source signal estimati~n and convergence check unit 2700 
to the inverse short time Fourier transform unit 4000. The 25 
source signal estimate s1 m k (r) is transformed by the inverse 
short time Fourier transf~r{n unit 4000 into a digitized wave-
form source signal estimate s[n] and output the digitized 
waveform source signal estimates s[n]. 
FIG. 3A is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 30 
the STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 shown in FIG. 2. The 
STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 may include an inverse 
short time Fourier transform unit 2310 and a long time Fou-
rier transform unit 23 20. The inverse short time Fourier trans-
form unit 2310 is cooperated with the source signal estima- 35 
tion and convergence check unit 2700. The inverse short time 
Fourier transform unit 2310 is adapted to receive the source 
signal estimate s1 m k (r) from the source signal estimation and 
convergence che~k· unit 2700. The inverse short time Fourier 
transform unit 2310 is further adapted to transform the source 40 
signal estimate s1 m k (r) into a digitized waveform source sig-
nal estimate s[n] ~;an output. 
x1[nj=g[n]x[nz+n}, 
where n1 is a sample index at which a long time frame 1 starts. 
The windowing unit 2110 is adapted to generate the seg-
mented waveform observed signals x1[n] for all I. 
The discrete Fourier transform unit 2120 is cooperated 
with the windowing unit 2110. The discrete Fourier transform 
unit 2120 is adapted to receive the segmented waveform 
observed signals x1[n] from the windowing unit 2110. The 
discrete Fourier transform unit 2120 is further adapted to 
perform K-paint discrete Fourier transformation of each of 
the segmented waveform signals x1[n] into a transformed 
observed signal Xz,k' that is given as follows. 
K-! 
Xz.k' = l/K~ 
n=O 
FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
the inverse long-time Fourier transform unit 2610 shown in 
FIG. 3B. The inverse long-time Fourier transform unit 2610 
may include an inverse discrete Fourier transform unit 2612 
and an overlap-add synthesis unit 2614. The inverse discrete 
Fourier transform unit 2612 is cooperated with the filtering 
unit 2500. The inverse discrete Fourier transform unit 2612 is The longtime Fourier transform unit 2320 is cooperated 
with the inverse short time Fourier transform unit 2310. The 
long time Fourier transform unit 2320 is adapted to receive 
the digitized waveform source signal estimate s[n] from the 
inverse short time Fourier transform unit 2310. The long time 
Fourier transform unit 2320 is further adapted to transform 
the digitized waveform source signal estimate s[n] into a 
transformed source signal estimate s1 k' as an output. 
adapted to receive the filtered source signal estimate Sz,k'" The 
45 inverse discrete Fourier transform unit 2612 is further 
50 
FIG. 3B is a block diagram illustr~ting a configuration of 
the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 shown in FIG. 2. The 
LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 may include an inverse 
long time Fourier transform unit 2610 and a short time Fou-
rier transform unit 2620. The inverse long time Fourier trans- 55 
form unit 2610 is cooperated with the filtering unit 2500. The 
inverse long time Fourier transform unit 2610 is adapted to 
receive the filtered source signal estimate s1 k' from the filter-
ing unit 2500. The inverse long time Fouri~r transform unit 
2610 is further adapted to transform the filtered source signal 60 
estimate s1 k' into a digitized waveform filtered source signal 
estimate s( n l as an output. 
The short time Fourier transform unit 2620 is cooperated 
with the inverse long time Fourier transform unit 2610. The 
short time Fourier transform unit 2620 is adapted to receive 65 
the digitized waveform filtered source signal estimate s[n] 
from the inverse long time Fourier transform unit 2610. The 
adapted to apply a corresponding inverse discrete Fourier 
transformation of each frame of the filtered source signal 
estimate Sz,k' into segmented waveform filtered source signal 
estimates s1[n] as outputs that are given as follows: 
K-! 
.5z[n]= ~ 
k'=O 
The overlap-add synthesis unit 2614 is cooperated with the 
inverse discrete Fourier transform unit 2612. The overlap-add 
synthesis unit 2614 is adapted to receive the segmented wave-
form filtered source signal estimates 8z[n] from the inverse 
discrete Fourier transform unit 2612. The overlap-add syn-
thesis unit 2614 is further adapted to connect or synthesize the 
segmented waveform filtered source signal estimates s1[ n] for 
all 1 based on the overlap-add synthesis technique with the 
overlap-add synthesis window gjn] in order to obtain the 
digitized waveform filtered source signal estimates[ n] that is 
given as follows. 
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s[n] = ~ g,[n - n1]s1[n - n1] 
l 
28 
mented waveform source signal estimates Sz.m[ n] for all I and 
m based on the overlap-add synthesis technique with the 
synthesis window gs Crl[n] in order to obtain a digitized wave-
form source signal estimate s[n] that is given as follows. 
FIG. SA is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
the short-time Fourier transform unit 2620 show in FIG. 3B. 
The short-time. Fourier transform unit 2620 may include a 
windowing unit 2622 and a discrete Fourier transform unit 
2624. The windowing unit 2622 is cooperated with the 10 
inverse long time Fourier transform unit 2610. The window-
ing unit 2622 is adapted to receive the digitized waveform 
filtered source signal estimates[ n] from the inverse long time 
Fourier transform unit 2610. The windowing unit 2622 is 
further adapted to repeatedly apply an analysis window func- 15 
tion gCrl[n] to the digitized waveform filtered source signal 
estimate s[n] with a window shift of 1: so as to generate 
segmented filtered source signal estimates Sz.m[n] that are 
given as follows. 
s[n] = ~ gj'1[n-n1,m]s1,m[n-n1,m] 
l,m 
The initialization unit 1000 is adapted to perform three 
operations, namely, an initial source signal estimation, a 
source signal uncertainty determination and an acoustic 
ambient uncertainty determination. As described above, the 
initialization unit 1000 is adapted to receive the digitized 
waveform observed signal x[ n] and generate the first variance 
Oz.m.k (sr) representing the source signal uncertainty, the sec-
ond variance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient uncer-
tainty and the digitized waveform initial source signal esti-
s,,mfnj=g1r) [n ]s[n,,m +n} 
where nz.m is a sample index at which a time frame starts. The 
windowing unit 2622 generates the segmented waveform fil-
tered source signal estimates Sz.m[n] for all I and m. 
The discrete Fourier transform unit 2624 is cooperated 
with the windowing unit 2622. The discrete Fourier transform 
unit 2624 is adapted to receive the segmented waveform 
filtered source signal estimates Sz.m[n] from the windowing 
unit 2622. The discrete Fourier transform unit 2624 is further 
adapted to perform K Cr)_ point discrete Fourier transformation 
of each of the segmented waveform filtered source signal 
estimates Sz.m[n] into a transformed filtered source signal 
estimate Sz.m.k (r) that is given as follows. 
K(r)_l 
=1/KCrl ~ 
n=O 
20 mate s[ n]. In details, the initialization unit 1000 is adapted to 
perform the initial source signal estimation that generates the 
digitized waveform initial source signal estimate s[n] from 
the digitized waveform observed signal x[n]. The initializa-
tion unit 1000 is further adapted to perform the source signal 
25 
uncertainty determination that generates the first variance 
Oz,m,k (sr) representing the source signal uncertainty from the 
digitized waveform observed signal x[n]. The initialization 
unit 1000 is furthermore adapted to perform the acoustics 
30 ambient uncertainty determination that generates the second 
variance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient uncertainty 
from the digitized waveform observed signal x[n]. 
The initialization unit 1000 may include three function 
sub-units, namely, an initial source signal estimation unit 
35 1100 that performs the initial source signal estimation, a 
source signal uncertainty determination unit 1200 that per-
forms the source signal uncertainty determination, and an 
acoustic ambient uncertainty determination unit 1300 that 
performs the acoustic ambient uncertainty determination. 
40 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of the 
initial source signal estimation unit 1100 included in the 
initialization unit 1000 shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 7 is a block 
diagram illustrating a configuration of the source signal 
uncertainty determination unit 1200 included in the initial-
FIG. SB is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
the inverse short-time Fourier transform unit 2310 shown in 
FIG. 3A. The inverse short-time Fourier transform unit 2310 
may include an inverse discrete Fourier transform unit 2312 
and an overlap-add synthesis unit 2314. The inverse discrete 
Fourier transform unit 2312 is cooperated with the source 
signal estimation and convergence check unit 2700. The 
inverse discrete Fourier transform unit 2312 is adapted to 
receive the source signal estimate Sz.m.k (r) from the source 
signal estimation and convergence check unit 2700. The 50 
inverse discrete Fourier transform unit 2312 is further 
adapted to apply a corresponding inverse discrete Fourier 
transform to each frame of the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) 
and generate segmented waveform source signal esti~~tes 
Sz.m[n] that are given as follows. 
45 ization unit 1000 shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 8 is a block diagram 
illustrating a configuration of the acoustic ambient uncer-
tainty determination unit 1300 included in the initialization 
unit 1000 shown in FIG. 1. 
With reference to FIG. 6, the initial source signal estima-
tion unit 1100 may further include a short time Fourier trans-
form unit 1110, a fundamental frequency estimation unit 
1120 and an adaptive harmonic filtering unit 1130. The short 
time Fourier transform unit 1110 is adapted to receive the 
digitized waveform observed signal x[ n]. The short time F ou-
55 rier transform unit 1110 is adapted to perform a short time 
Fourier transformation of the digitized waveform observed 
signal x[n] into a transformed observed signal Xz,m,k(r) as 
output. K(r)_l 
St,m[n] = ~ 
k=O 
The overlap-add synthesis unit 2314 is cooperated with the 
inverse discrete Fourier transform unit 2312. The overlap-add 
synthesis unit 2314 is adapted to receive the segmented wave-
form source signal estimates Sz.m[n] from the inverse discrete 
Fourier transform unit 2312. The overlap-add synthesis unit 
2314 is further adapted to connect or synthesize the seg-
The fundamental frequency estimation unit 1120 is coop-
60 erated with the short time Fourier transform unit 1110. The 
fundamental frequency estimation unit 1120 is adapted to 
receive the transformed observed signal Xz m k (r) from the 
short time Fourier transform unit 1110. The' fundamental 
frequency estimation unit 1120 is further adapted to estimate 
65 a fundamental frequency fz,m and the voicing measure Vz,m for 
each short time frame from the transformed observed signal 
Xz,m,k(r). 
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The adaptive harmonic filtering unit 1130 is cooperated 
with the short time Fourier transform unit 1110 and the fun-
damental frequency estimation unit 1120. The adaptive har-
monic filtering unit 1130 is adapted to receive the trans-
formed observed signal x1 m k(r) from the short time Fourier 
transform unit 1110. The
0 
;daptive harmonic filtering unit 
1130 is also adapted to receive the fundamental frequency f1 m 
and the voicing measure v 1 m from the fundamental frequen~y 
estimation unit 1120. Th~ adaptive harmonic filtering unit 
1130 is also adapted to enhance a harmonic structure of 10 
x1 m k (r) based on the fundamental frequency f1 m and the voic-
in°g 
0
measure Vz m SO that the enhancement of the harmonic 
structure gene;ates a resultant digitized waveform initial 
source signal estimate s[n] as output. The process flow of his 
example is disclosed in details by Tomohiro Nakatani, 15 
Masato Miyoshi and Keisuke Kinoshita, "Single Microphone 
Blind Dereverberation" in Speech Enhancement (Benesty, J. 
Makino, S., and Chen, J. Eds), Chapter 11, pp. 247-270, 
Spring 2005. 
With reference to FIG. 7, the source signal uncertainty 20 
determination unit 1200 may further include the short time 
Fourier transform unit 1110, the fundamental frequency esti-
mation unit 1120 and a source signal uncertainty determina-
tion subunit 1140. The short time Fourier transform unit 1110 
is adapted to receive the digitized waveform observed signal 25 
x[n]. The short time Fourier transform unit 1110 is adapted to 
perform a short time Fourier transformation of the digitized 
waveform observed signal x[ n] into the transformed observed 
signal x1 m k(r) as output. 
30 
ent uncertainty determination subunit 1150 is adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform observed signal x[n]. The 
acoustic ambient uncertainty determination subunit 1150 is 
further adapted to produce the second variance o1 k'(a) repre-
senting the acoustic ambient uncertainty. In one typical case, 
the second variance o1 k'(a) can be a constant for all I and k', 
that is, o1 k'=l as show~ in FIG. 8. 
The re~erberant signal can be dereverberated more effec-
tively by a modified speech dereverberation apparatus 20000 
that includes a feedback loop that performs the feedback 
process. In accordance with the flow of feedback process, the 
quality of the source signal estimates s1 m k (r) can be improved 
by iterating the same processing flow ~ith the feedback loop. 
While only the digitized waveform observed signal x[n] is 
used as the input of the flow in the initial step, the source 
signal estimate s1 m k (r) that has been obtained in the previous 
step is also used ~s the input in the following steps. It is more 
preferable to use the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) than using 
the observed signal x[n] for making the e~tiination of the 
parameters s1 m k (r) and o1 m k (sr) of the source probability den-
sity function 'c s~urce pdfl. ' 
SECOND EMBODIMENT 
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
another speech dereverberation apparatus that further 
includes a feedback loop in accordance with a second 
embodiment of the present invention. A modified speech 
dereverberation apparatus 20000 may include the initializa-
The f~damental frequency estimation unit 1120 is coop-
erated with the short time Fourier transform unit 1110. The 
fundamental frequency estimation unit 1120 is adapted to 
receive the transformed observed signal x1 m k (r) from the 
short time Fourier transform unit 1110. The
0 
fundamental 
frequency estimation unit 1120 is further adapted to estimate 
the fundamental, frequency f1 m and the voicing measure v1 m 
for each short time frame f;om the transformed observ~d 
signal Xz m k (r). 
30 ti on unit 1000, the likelihood maximization unit 2000, a con-
vergence check unit 3000, and the inverse short time Fourier 
transform unit 4000. The configurations and operations of the 
initialization unit 1000, the likelihood maximization unit 
2000 and the inverse short time Fourier transform unit 4000 
The s~u"rce signal uncertainty determination subunit 1140 
35 are as described above. In this embodiment, the convergence 
check unit 3000 is additionally introduced between the like-
lihood maximization unit 2000 and the inverse short time 
Fourier transform unit 4000 so that the convergence check 
is cooperated with the fundamental frequency estimation unit 40 
1120. The source signal uncertainty determination subunit 
1140 is adapted to receive the fundamental frequency f1 m and 
the voicing measure v1 m from the fundamental freq~ency 
estimation unit 1120. The source signal uncertainty determi-
nation subunit 1140 is further adapted to determine the first 45 
variance o1 m k (sr) representing the source signal uncertainty, 
based on th~ fundamental frequency f1 m and the voicing mea-
sure v 1 m. The first variance o1 m k (sr) ;epresenting the source 
signal ~ncertainty is given as follows. 
unit 3000 checks a convergence of the source signal estimate 
that has been outputted from the likelihood maximization unit 
2000. If the convergence check unit 3000 recognizes that the 
convergence of the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) has been 
obtained, then the convergence check unit 3000 sends the 
source signal estimates 1 m k (r) to the inverse short time Fourier 
transform unit 4000. If the convergence check unit 3000 
recognizes that the convergence of the source signal estimate 
s1 m k (r) has not yet been obtained, then the convergence check 
ucit 3000 sends the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) to the ini-
tialization unit 1000. The following descripti~n~ will focus on 
G{ Vt.m - O } if Vt.m > 0 and k is a 
maxt.m {v1.m)-6 
harmonic frequency 
if Vt.m > 6 and k is not 
a harmonic frequency 
G{ Vt.m - O } if Vt.m S 0 
min,.m {v1.m)- 6 
(17) 
where G{ u} is a normalization function that is defined to be, 
for example, G{ u }=e-a(u-b) with certain positive constants 
"a" and "b", and a harmonic frequency means a frequency 
index for one of a fundamental frequency and its multiplies. 
With reference to FIG. 8, the acoustic ambient uncertainty 
determination unit 1300 may include an acoustic ambient 
uncertainty determination subunit 1150. The acoustic ambi-
50 the difference of the second embodiment from the first 
embodiment. 
The convergence check unit 3000 is cooperated with the 
initialization unit 1000 and the likelihood maximization unit 
2000. Hie convergence check unit 3000 is adapted to receive 
55 the source signal estimate s1 m k(r) from the likelihood maxi-
mization unit 2000. The con~~rgence check unit 3000 is fur-
ther adapted to determine the status of convergence of the 
iterative procedure, for example, by verifying whether or not 
a currently updated value of the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) 
60 deviates from the previous value of the source signal estin:{ate 
s1 m k (r) by less than a certain predetermined amount. If the c~n~ergence check unit 3000 confirms mat the currently 
updated value of the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) deviates 
from the previous value of the source signal e~tiinate s1 m k(r) 
65 by less than the certain predetermined amount, then th~ c~n­
vergence check unit 3000 recognizes that the convergence of 
the source signal estimate Sz,m,k (r) has been obtained. If the 
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convergence check unit 3000 confirms that the currently 
updated value of the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) does not 
deviate from the previous value of the source ~ignal estimate 
s 1 m k (r) by less than the certain predetermined amount, then 
the 'convergence check unit 3000 recognizes that the conver-
gence of the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) has not yet been 
obtained. ' ' 
It is possible as a modification for the feedback procedure 
to be terminated when the number or feedbacks or iteration 
reaches a certain predetermined value. When the convergence 
check unit 3000 has confirmed that the convergence of the 
source signal estimates s1 m k (r) has been obtained, then the 
convergence check unit 3000 sends the source signal estimate 
s1 m k (r) to the inverse short time Fourier transform unit 4000. 
If the convergence check unit 3000 has confirmed that the 
convergence of the source signal estimate s1 m k(r) has not yet 
been obtained, then the convergence check {init 3000 pro-
vides the source signal estimate s 1 m k (r) as an output to the 
initialization unit 1000 to perform~ further step of the above-
described iteration. 
The convergence check unit 3000 provides the feedback 
loop to the initialization unit 1000. Namely, the initialization 
unit 1000 is cooperated with the convergence check unit 
3000. Thus, the initialization unit 1000 needs to be adapted to 
the feedback loop. In accordance with the first embodiment, 
the initialization unit 1000 includes the initial source signal 
estimation unit 1100, the source signal uncertainty determi-
nation unit 1200, and the acoustic ambient uncertainty deter-
mination unit 1300. In accordance with the second embodi-
ment, the modified initialization unit 1000 includes a 
modified initial source signal estimation unit 1400, a modi-
fied source signal uncertainty determination unit 1500, and 
the acoustic ambient uncertainty determination unit 1300. 
The following descriptions will focus on the modified initial 
source signal estimation unit 1400, and the modified source 
signal uncertainty determination unit 1500. 
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
modified initial source signal estimation unit 1400 included 
in the initialization unit 1000 shown in FIG. 9. The modified 
initial source signal estimation unit 1400 may further include 
the short time Fourier transform unit 1110, the fundamental 
frequency estimation unit 1120, the adaptive harmonic filter-
ing unit 1130, and a signal switcherunit 1160. The addition of 
the signal switcher unit 1160 can improve the accuracy of the 
digitized waveform initial source signal estimate s[n]. 
The short time Fourier transform unit 1110 is adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform observed signal x[n]. The 
short time Fourier transform unit 1110 is adapted to perform 
a short time Fourier transformation of the digitized waveform 
observed signal x[n] into a transformed observed signal 
32 
first selecting operation may be to select the transformed 
observed signal x1 m k (r) in all steps of iteration except in the 
last one or two st~p~ thereof and to select the source signal 
estimate s1 m k (r) in the last one or two steps only. In one case, 
the second ~electing operation may be to select the source 
signal estimate s1 m k (r) in all steps of iteration except in the 
initial step. In the' i~itial step of iteration, the signal switcher 
unit 1160 receives the transformed observed signal x1 m k(r) 
only and selects the transformed observed signal x1 m k (rj. It is 
10 more preferable to use the source signal estimate s/m'k (r) than 
using the transformed observed signal x1 m k(r) in v'ie~ of the 
estimation of both the fundamental frequ'ency f1,m and the 
voicing measure v1 m· 
The signal switcher unit 1160 performs the first selecting 
15 operation and generates the first output. The signal switcher 
unit 1160 performs the second selecting operation and gen-
erates the second output. 
The fundamental frequency estimation unit 1120 is coop-
erated with the signal switcher unit 1160. The fundamental 
20 frequency estimation unit 1120 is adapted to receive the sec-
ond output from the signal switcher unit 1160. Namely, the 
fundamental frequency estimation unit 1120 is adapted to 
receive the transformed observed signal x1 m k (r) from the sig-
nal switcherunit 1160 in the initial or first step ofiteration and 
25 to receive the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) from the signal 
switcher unit 1160 in the second or later'st~ps of iteration. The 
fundamental frequency estimation unit 1120 is further 
adapted to estimate a fundamental frequency f1 m and its voic-
ing measure v1 m for each short time frame' based on the 
30 transformed ob~erved signal x1 m k(r) of the source signal esti-
- (r) , , 
mate Szmk . 
The 'adaptive harmonic filtering unit 1130 is cooperated 
with the signal switcher unit 1160 and the fundamental fre-
quency estimation unit 1120. The adaptive harmonic filtering 
35 unit 1130 is adapted to receive the first output from the signal 
switcher unit 1160 and also to receive the fundamental fre-
quency f1 m and the voicing measure v1 m from the fundamen-
tal frequ~ncy estimation unit 1120. Namely, the adaptive 
harmonic filtering unit 1130 is adapted to receive, from the 
40 signal switcher unit 1160, the transformed observed signal 
x1 m k (r) in all steps of iteration except in the last one of two st~ps thereof. The adaptive harmonic filtering unit 1130 is 
also adapted to receive the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) from 
the signal switcher unit 1160 in the last one or ~o' steps of 
45 iteration. The adaptive harmonic filtering unit 1130 is also 
adapted to receive the fundamental frequency f1 m and the 
voicing measure v 1 m from the fundamental frequei:{cy estima-
tion unit 1120 in all steps of iteration. Tire adaptive harmonic 
filtering unit 1130 is also adapted to enhance a harmonic 
50 structure of the observed signal x1 m k (r) or the source signal 
estimate s1 m k (r) based on the fund~ental frequency f1 m and 
the voicing ~easure v1 m· The enhancement operation gener-
ates a digitized wavef~rm initial source signal estimate s[n] 
x1 m k(r) as output. The signal switcher unit 1160 is cooperated 
with. the short time Fourier transform unit 1110 and the con-
vergence check unit 3000. The signal switcher unit 1160 is 
adapted to receive the transformed observed signal x1 m k (r) 
from the short time Fourier transform unit 1110. The ;ignal 55 
switcher unit 1160 is adapted to receive the source signal 
estimate s1 m k (r) from the convergence check unit 3000. The 
signal switcher unit 1160 is adapted to perform a first select-
ing operation to generate a first output. The signal switcher 
unit 1160 is also adapted to perform a second selecting opera-
tion to generate a second output. The first and second select-
ing operations are independent from each other. The first 
selecting operation is to select one of the transformed 
observed signal Xzmk(r), and the source signal estimate 
s1 m k (r). In one cas~, the first selecting operation may be to s~l~ct the transformed observed signal x1 m k (r) in all steps of 
iteration except in the limited step or steps.' For example, the 
that is improved in accuracy of estimation. 
As described above, it is more preferable for the fundamen-
tal frequency estimation unit 1120 to use the source signal 
estimate Sz m k(r) than using the observed signal Xz m k(r) in view 
of the esti~~tion of both the fundamental frequ~i:{cy f1 m and 
the voicing measure v1 m· Thus, providing the source 'signal 
60 estimate Sz m k(r), instead of the observed signal Xz m k(r), to the 
fundamental frequency estimation unit 1120 in th.e'second or 
later steps of iteration can improve the estimation of the 
digitized waveform initial source signal estimate s[n]. 
In some cases, it may be more suitable to apply the adaptive 
65 harmonic filter to the source signal estimate s1 m k (r) than to the 
observed signal x1 m k (r) in order to obtain bette; estimation of 
the digitized wav'eform initial source signal estimate s[n]. 
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One iteration of the dereverberation step may add a certain 
special distortion to the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) and the 
distortion is directly inherited to the digitized ~a~eform ini-
tial source signal estimate s[n] when applying the adaptive 
harmonic filter to the source signal estimate Sz m k (r). In addi-
tion, this distortion may be accumulated into th~ ~ource signal 
estimate Sz m k (r) through the iterative dereverberation steps. 
To avoid thls
0 
accumulation of the distortion, it is effective for 
the signal switcher unit 1160 to be adapted to give the 
observed signal Xz m k (r) to the adaptive harmonic filtering unit 10 
1130 except in th~ !~st one step or the last a few steps before 
the end of iteration where the estimation of the source signal 
estimate Sz m k (r) is made accurate. 
FIG. ll 0is
0 
a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a 
modified source signal uncertainty determination unit 1500 15 
included in the initialization unit 1000 shown in FIG. 9. The 
34 
the voicing measure Vz.m from the fundamental frequency 
estimation unit 1122. The source signal uncertainty determi-
nation subunit 1140 is further adapted to determine the source 
signal uncertainty Oz m k (sr). As described above, it is more 
preferable to use the ;oi'.irce signal estimate Sz m k (r) than using 
the observed signal Xz m k (r) in view of the esti~ation of both 
the fundamental frequ°e~cy fz.m and the voicing measure Vz.m· 
THIRD EMBODIMENT 
FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus for 
speech dereverberation based on probabilistic models of 
source and room acoustics in accordance with a third embodi-
ment of the present invention. A speech dereverberation appa-
ratus 30000 can be realized by a set of functional units that are 
cooperated to receive an input of an observed signal x[n] and 
generate an output of a digitized waveform source signal 
estimate s[n] or a filtered source signal estimate s[n]. The 
speech dereverberation apparatus 30000 can be realized by, 
modified source signal uncertainty determination unit 1500 
may further include the short time Fourier transform unit 
1112, the fundamental frequency estimation unit 1122, the 
source signal uncertainty determination subunit 1140, and a 
signal switcher unit 1162. The addition of the signal switcher 
unit 1162 can improve the estimation of the source signal 
uncertainty Oz m k (sr). In accordance with the second embodi-
ment, the configuration of the likelihood maximization unit 
2000 is the same as that described in the first embodiment. 
20 for example, a computer or a processor. The speech derever-
beration apparatus 30000 performs operations for speech der-
everberation. A speech dereverberation method can be real-
ized by a program to be executed by a computer. 
The short time Fourier transform unit 1112 is adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform observed signal x[n]. The 
short time Fourier transform unit 1112 is adapted to perform 
The speech dereverberation-apparatus 30000 may typi-
25 cally include the above-described initialization unit 1000, the 
above-described likelihood maximization unit 2000-1 and an 
inverse filter application unit 5000. The initialization unit 
1000 may be adapted to receive the digitized waveform 
observed, signal x[n]. The digitized waveform observed sig-
nal x[ n] may contain a speech signal with an unknown degree 
of reverberance. The speech signal can be captured by an 
apparatus such as a microphone or microphones. The initial-
ization unit 1000 may be adapted to extract, from the 
observed signal, an initial source signal estimate and uncer-
tainties pertaining to a source signal and an acoustic ambient. 
The initialization unit 1000 may also be adapted to formulate 
representations of the initial source signal estimate, the 
source signal uncertainty and the acoustic ambient uncer-
tainty. These representations are enumerated as § [ n] that is the 
digitized waveform initial source signal estimate, Oz m k (sr) 
that is the variance or dispersion representing the ~o{rrce 
signal uncertainty, and of Oz k'(a) that is the variance or disper-
sion representing the acou~tic ambient uncertainty, for all 
indices I, m, k, and k'. Namely, the initialization unit 1000 
may be adapted to receive the input of the digitized waveform 
signal x[ n] as the observed signal and to generate the digitized 
a short time Fourier transformation of the digitized waveform 
observed signal x[n] into a transformed observed signal 30 
Xz m k(r) as output. The signal switcher unit 1162 is cooperated 
with. the short time Fourier transform unit 1110 and the con-
vergence check unit 3000. The signal switcher unit 1162 is 
adapted to receive the transformed observed signal Xz m k (r) 
from the short time Fourier transform unit 1112. The ;ignal 35 
switcher unit 1162 is adapted to receive the source signal 
estimate Sz m k (r) from the convergence check unit 3000. The 
signal switcher unit 1162 is adapted to perform a first select-
ing operation to generate a first output. The first selecting 
operation is to select one of the transformed observed signal 40 
Xz m k (r) and the source signal estimate Sz m k (r). In one case, the 
fi;st selecting operation may be to sele~t the source signal 
estimate Sz m k(r) in all steps of iteration except in the initial 
step thereof. 
0
In the initial step of iteration, the signal switcher 
unit 1162 receives the transformed observed signal Xz m k (r) 45 
only and selects the transformed observed signal Xz m k (rj. It is 
more preferable to use the source signal estimates/ m.k (r) than 
using the transformed observed signal Xz m k(r) in v"ie~ of the 
estimation of both the fundamental frequ°ency fz.m and the 
voicing measure Vz m· 
The fundamental frequency estimation unit 1122 is coop-
erated with the signal switcher unit 1162. The fundamental 
frequency estimation unit 1122 is adapted to receive the first 
output from the signal switcher unit 1162. Namely, the fun-
damental frequency estimation unit 1122 is adapted to receive 55 
the transformed observed signal Xz m k (r) in the initial step of 
iteration and to receive the source si~al estimate Sz m k (r) in all 
steps of iteration except in the initial step thereof. The funda-
mental frequency estimation unit 1122 is further adapted to 
estimate a fundamental frequency fz m and its voicing pleasure 60 
Vz m for each short time frame. Th~ estimation is made with 
re"ference to the transformed observed signal Xz m k (r) or the 
waveform initial source signal estimate s[n], the variance or 
dispersion Oz m k (sr) representing the source signal uncer-
tainty, and th~ ~ariance or dispersion Oz k'(a) representing the 
50 acoustic ambient uncertainty. ' 
source signal estimate Sz m k (r). • • 
The source signal unc~rtainty determination subunit 1140 
is cooperated with the fundamental frequency estimation unit 65 
1122. The source signal uncertainty determination subunit 
1140 is adapted to receive the fundamental frequency fz.m and 
The likelihood maximization unit 2000-1 may be cooper-
ated with the initialization unit 1000. Namely, the likelihood 
maximization unit 2000-1 may be adapted to receive inputs of 
the digitized waveform initial source signal estimates[ n], the 
source signal uncertainty Oz m k (sr), and the acoustic ambient 
uncertainty Oz k'(a) from the initialization unit 1000. The like-
lihood maxin{ization unit 2000-1 may also be adapted to 
receive another input of the digitized waveform observed 
signal x[n] as the observed signal. s[n] is the digitized wave-
form initial source signal estimate. Oz m k (sr) is a first variance 
representing the source signal uncert~ii:ity. Oz k'(a) is the sec-
ond variance representing the acoustic ambi~nt uncertainty. 
The likelihood maximization unit 2000-1 may also be 
adapted to determine an inverse filter estimate wk' that maxi-
mizes a likelihood function, wherein the determination is 
made with reference to the digitized waveform observed sig-
nal x[ n], the digitized waveform initial source signal estimate 
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s[n], the first variance Oz m k(sr) representing the source signal 
uncertainty, and the sec~n'd variance a1,k,Ca) representing the 
acoustic ambient uncertainty. In general, the likelihood func-
tion may be defined based on a probability density function 
that is evaluated in accordance with a first unknown param-
eter, a second unknown parameter, and a first random variable 
of observed data. The first unknown parameter is defined with 
reference to a source signal estimate. The second unknown 
parameter is defined with reference to an inverse filter of a 
room transfer function. The first random variable of observed 10 
36 
5000 may further be adapted to multiply the transformed 
observed signal Xz,k' in each frame by the inverse filter esti-
mate wk' to generate a filtered source signal estimate 
s1,k,=W k'xl,k" The inverse filter application unit 5000 may fur-
ther be adapted to apply an inverse long time Fourier trans-
formation to the filtered source signal estimate s1,k,=W k'xl,k' to 
generate a filtered digitized waveform source signal estimate 
s[n]. 
In another case, the inverse filter application unit 5000 may 
be adapted to apply an inverse long time Fourier transforma-
tion to the inverse filter estimate wk' to generate a digitized 
waveform inverse filter estimate w[ n]. The inverse filter appli-
cation unit 5000 may be adapted to convolve the digitized 
data is defined with reference to the observed signal and the 
initial source signal estimate. The inverse filter estimate is an 
estimate of the inverse filter of the room transfer function. The 
determination of the inverse filter estimate wk' is carried out 
using an iterative optimization algorithm. 
15 waveform observed signal x[n] with the digitized waveform 
The iterative optimization algorithm may be organized 
without using the above-described expectation-maximization 
algorithm. For example, the inverse filter estimate wk' and the 
source signal estimate ek can be obtained as ones that maxi-
mize the likelihood function defined as follows: 
L{we, e,i = p{we, zf11Bkl (16) 
= p{we, {x)~~.,J,IBdp{{s)'.~AIBk}. 
This likelihood function can be maximized by the next 
iterative algorithm. 
The first step is to set the initial value as 8k=Bk. 
The second step is to calculate the inverse filter estimate 
w k'=W k' that maximizes the likelihood function under the 
condition where ek is fixed. 
The third step is to calculate the source signal estimate 
8k=Bk that maximizes the likelihood function under the con-
dition where wk' is fixed. 
The fourth step is to repeat the above-described second and 
third steps until a convergence of the iteration is confirmed. 
When the same definitions, as the above equation (8) are 
adopted for the probability density functions (pdfs) in the 
above likelihood function, it is easily shown that the inverse 
filter estimate wJc, in the above second step and the source 
signal estimate 8k in the above third step can be obtained by 
the above-described equations (12) and (15), respectively. 
The above convergence confirmation in the fourth step may 
inverse filter estimate w[n] to generate a recovered digitized 
waveform source signal estimate s[n]=~mx[n-m]w[m]. 
The likelihood maximization, unit 2000-1 can be realized 
by a set of sub-functional units that are cooperated with each 
20 other to determine and output the inverse filter estimate wk' 
that maximizes the likelihood function. FIG. 13 is a block 
diagram illustrating a configuration of the likelihood maxi-
mization unit 2000-1 shown in FIG. 12. In one case, the 
likelihood maximization unit 2000-1 may further include the 
25 above-described long-time Fourier transform unit 2100, the 
above-described update unit 2200, the above-described 
STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300, the above-described 
inverse filter estimation unit 2400, the above-described filter-
ing unit 2500, an LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600, a 
30 source signal estimation unit 2710, a convergence check unit 
2720, the above-described short time Fourier transform unit 
2800, and the above-described long time Fourier transform 
unit 2900. Those units are cooperated to continue to perform 
iterative operations until the inverse filter estimate that maxi-
35 mizes the likelihood function has been determined. 
The long-time Fourier transform unit 2100 is adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform observed signal x[n] as the 
observed signal from the initialization unit 1000. The long-
time Fourier transform unit 2100 is also adapted to perform a 
40 long-time Fourier transformation of the digitized waveform 
observed signal x[n] into a transformed observed signal x1 k' 
long term Fourier spectra (LTFSs). ' 
The short-time Fourier transform unit 2800 is adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform initial source signal estimate 
45 s[n] from the initialization unit 1000. The short-time Fourier 
transform unit 2800 is adapted to perform a short-time Fou-
rier transformation of the digitized waveform initial source 
signal estimate s[n] into an initial source signal estimate 
be done by checking if the difference between the currently 
obtained value for the inverse filter estimate wk' and the pre-
viously obtained value for the same is less than a predeter-
mined threshold value. Finally, the observed signal may be 
dereverberated by applying the inverse filter estimate wk' 50 
obtained in the above second step to the observed signal. 
Sz m k(r). 
'The long-time Fourier transform unit 2900 is adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform initial source signal estimate 
s[n] from the initialization unit 1000. The long-time Fourier 
transform unit 2900 is adapted to perform a long-time Fourier 
transformation of the digitized waveform initial source signal 
The inverse filter application unit 5000 may be cooperated 
with the likelihood maximization unit 2000-1. Namely, the 
inverse filter application unit 5000 may be adapted to receive, 
from the likelihood maximization unit 2000-1, inputs of the 
inverse filter estimate wk' that maximizes the likelihood func-
tion (16). The inverse filter application unit 5000 may also be 
adapted to receive the digitized waveform observed signal 
x[n]. The inverse filter application unit 5000 may also be 
adapted to apply the inverse filter estimate wk' to the digitized 60 
waveform observed signal x[n] so as to generate a recovered 
digitized waveform source signal estimate s[n] or a filtered 
digitized waveform source signal estimates s[n]. 
55 estimate s[n] into an initial source signal estimate §1 k" 
The update unit 2200 is cooperated with the l~ng-time 
Fourier transform unit 2900 and the STFS-to-LTFS transform 
unit 2300. The update unit 2200 is adapted to receive an initial 
source signal estimate §1 k' in the initial step of the iteration 
from the long-time Fouri~r transform unit 2900 and is further 
adapted to substitute the source signal estimate 8k, for { s1 k,} k" 
In a case, the inverse filter application unit 5000 may be 
adapted to apply a long time Fourier transformation to the 65 
digitized waveform observed signal x[n] to generate a trans-
formed observed signal Xz,k" The inverse filter application unit 
The update unit 2200 is furthermore adapted to send the 
updated source signal estimate 8 k' to the inverse filter estima-
tion unit 2400. The update unit 2200 is also adapted to receive 
a source signal estimate s1 k' in the later step of the iteration 
from the STFS-to-LTFS t;ansform unit 2300, and to substi-
tute the source signal estimate 8k,for {sz,k'h" The update unit 
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2200 is also adapted to send the updated source signal esti-
mate 8k, to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. 
The inverse filter estimation unit 2400 is cooperated with 
the long-time Fourier transform unit 2100, the update unit 
2200 and the initialization unit 1000. The inverse filter esti-
mation unit 2400 is adapted to receive the observed signal Xz k' 
from the long-time Fourier transform unit 2100. The inver~e 
filter estimation unit 2400 is also adapted to receive the 
updated source signal estimate 8k, from the update unit 2200. 
The inverse filter estimation unit 2400 is also adapted to 
receive the second variance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic 
ambient uncertainty from the' initialization unit 1000. The 
inverse filter estimation unit 2400 is further adapted to calcu-
late an inverse filter estimate wk'' based on the observed signal 
Xz k'' the updated source signal estimate 8k,, and the second 
v~iance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient uncertainty 
in accorda~ce with the above equation (12). The inverse filter 
estimation unit 2400 is further adapted to output the inverse 
filter estimate wk" 
The convergence check unit 2720 is cooperated with the 
inverse filter estimation unit 2400. The convergence check 
unit 2720 is adapted to receive the inverse filter estimate wk' 
from the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. The convergence 
check unit 2720 is adapted to determine the status of conver-
gence of the iterative procedure, for example, by comparing a 
current value of the inverse filter estimate wk' that has cur-
rently been estimated to a previous value of the inverse filter 
estimate wk' that has previously been estimated, and checking 
whether or not the current value deviates from the previous 
value by less than a certain predetermined amount. If the 
convergence check unit 2720 confirms that the current value 
of the inverse filter estimate wk' deviates from the previous 
value thereof by less than the certain predetermined amount, 
then the convergence check unit 2720 recognizes that the 
convergence of the inverse filter estimate wk' has been 
obtained. If the convergence check unit 2720 confirms that 
the current value of the inverse filter estimate wk' deviates 
from the previous value thereof by not less than the certain 
predetermined amount, then the convergence check unit 2720 
recognizes that the convergence of the inverse filter estimate 
wk' has not yet been obtained. 
It is possible as a modification that the iterative procedure 
is terminated when the number of iterations reaches a certain 
predetermined value. Namely, the convergence check unit 
2720 has confirmed that the number of iterations reaches a 
certain predetermined value, then the convergence check unit 
2720 recognizes that the convergence of the inverse filter 
estimate wk' has been obtained. If the convergence check unit 
2720 has confirmed that the convergence of the inverse filter 
estimate wk' has been obtained, then the convergence check 
unit 2720 provides the inverse filter estimate wk' as a first 
output to the inverse filter application unit 5000. If the con-
vergence check unit 2720 has confirmed that the convergence 
of the inverse filter estimate wk' has not yet been obtained, 
then the convergence check unit 2720 provides the inverse 
filter estimate wk' as a second output to the filtering unit 2500. 
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to, calculating a product w k'Xz k' of the observed signal Xz k' and 
the inverse filter estimate wk''. In this case, the filtered ;ource 
signal estimate Sz k' is given by the w k'Xz k' product of the 
observed signal Xz, k' and the inverse filter e'stimate wk" 
The LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 is cooperated with 
the filtering unit 2500. The LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 
2600 is adapted to receive the filtered source signal estimate 
Sz k' from the filtering unit 2500. The LTFS-to-STFS trans-
fo'rm unit 2600 is further adapted to perform an LTFS-to-
10 STFS transformation of the filtered source signal estimate Sz k' 
into a transformed filtered source signal estimate Sz m k (;). 
When the filtering process is to calculate the product *' ;,xz k' 
of the observed signal Xz k' and the inverse filter estimate w~,, 
the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 is further adapted to 
15 perform an LTFS-to-STFS transformation of the product 
w k'Xz k' into a transformed signal LSm k { { w k'xlk,}z}. In this 
case,' the product w k'Xz k' represents the' filtered ~ource signal 
estimate Sz,k'' and the transformed signal LSm,k{ {wk,xZ,k'}z} 
represents the transformed filtered source signal estimates 
20 Sz m k(r). 
'The source signal estimation unit 2710 is cooperated with 
the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600, the short time Fou-
rier transform unit 2800, and the initialization unit 1000. The 
source signal estimation unit 2710 is adapted to receive the 
25 transformed filtered source signal estimate Sz m k (r) from the 
LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600. The so~c~ signal esti-
mation unit 2710 is also adapted to receive, from the initial-
ization unit 1000, the first variance Oz m k(sr) representing the 
source signal uncertainty and the secoi:id variance Oz k'(a) rep-
30 resenting the acoustic ambient uncertainty. The sour~e signal 
estimation unit 2710 is also adapted to receive the initial 
source signal estimate Sz m k (r) from the short-time Fourier 
transform unit 2800. The ;oi'.rrce signal estimation unit 2710 is 
further adapted to estimate a source signal Sz m k (r) based on 
35 the transformed filtered source signal estim~t~ Sz m k (r), the 
first variance Oz m k (sr) representing the source sigi'ia'l uncer-
tainty, the seco~d· variance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic 
ambient uncertainty and the 'initial source signal estimate 
Szmk(r), wherein the estimation is made in accordance with 
40 the 'above equation (15). 
The STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 is cooperated with 
the source signal estimation unit 2710. The STFS-to-LTFS 
transform unit 2300 is adapted to receive the source signal 
estimate Sz m k(r) from the source signal estimation unit 2710. 
45 The STFS~to'-LTFS transform unit 2300 is adapted to perform 
an STFS-to-LTFS transformation of the source signal esti-
mate Sz m k (r) into a transformed source signal estimate Sz k" 
In the later steps of the iteration operation, the update ~nit 
2200 receives the source signal estimate Sz k' from the STFS-
50 to-LTFS transform unit 2300, and to substitute the source 
signal estimate 8k' for {sz.dk' and send the updated source 
signal estimate 8k' to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. In 
the initial step of iteration, the updated source signal estimate 
Bk, is {sz k,}k' that is supplied from the long time Fourier 
55 transfo~ unit 2900. In the second or later steps of the itera-
tion, the updated source signal estimate 8k, is {sz k,}k" 
Operations of the likelihood maximization unit.2000-1 will 
be described with reference to FIG. 13. 
The filtering unit 2500 is cooperated with the long-time 
Fourier transform unit 2100 and the convergence check unit 
2720. The filtering unit 2500 is adapted to receive the 
observed signal Xz k' from the long-time Fourier transform 60 
unit 2100. The filtering unit 2500 is also adapted to receive the 
inverse filter estimate wk' from the convergence check unit 
2720. The filtering unit 2500 is also adapted to apply the 
observed signal Xz,k' to the inverse filter estimate Wk' to gen-
erate a filtered source, signal estimate Sz k" A typical example 65 
of the filtering process for applying the o'bserved signal Xz k' to 
the inverse filter estimate wk' may include, but is not lin:{ited 
In the initial step of iteration, the digitized waveform 
observed signal x[n] is supplied to the long-time Fourier 
transform unit 2100. The long-time Fourier transformation is 
performed by the long-time Fourier transform unit 2100 so 
that the digitized waveform observed signal x[n] is trans-
formed, into the transformed observed signal Xz k'as long term 
Fourier spectra (LTFSs). The digitized wa~eform initial 
source signal estimate s[ n] is supplied from the initialization 
unit 1000 to the short-time Fourier transform unit 2800 and 
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the long-time Fourier transform unit 2900. The short-time 
Fourier transformation is performed by the short-time Fourier 
transform unit 2800 so that the digitized waveform initial 
source signal estimate s[n] is transformed into the initial 
source signal estimate Sz m k (r). The long-time Fourier trans-
formation is performed by the long-time Fourier transform 
unit 2900 so that the digitized waveform initial source signal 
estimate s[n] is transformed into the initial source signal 
estimate Sz k'" 
The initial source signal estimate Sz k' is supplied from the 10 
long-time Fourier transform unit 2900 to the update unit 
2200. The source signal estimate 8k' is substituted for the 
initial source signal estimate {sz,k·h· by the update unit 2200. 
The initial source signal estimate 8k,={sz k'}k,is then supplied 
from the update unit 2200 to the inverse filter estimation unit 15 
2400. The observed signal Xz k'is supplied from the long-time 
Fourier transform unit 2100 to the inverse filter estimation 
unit 2400. The second variance Oz k'(a) representing the acous-
tic ambient uncertainty is supplied from the initialization unit 
1000 to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. The inverse 20 
40 
LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 so that the filtered source 
signal estimate Sz k' is transformed into the transformed fil-
tered source sign~! estimate Sz,m,k (r). When the filtering pro-
cess is to calculate the product w k'xZ,k' of the observed signal 
Xz k' and the inverse filter estimate wk'' the product w k.Xz k' is 
tr~sformed into a transformed signal LSm,k{ {wk,xZ,k'}z}'. 
The transformed filtered source signal estimate Sz,m,k (r) 
supplied from the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600 to the 
source signal estimation unit 2710. Both the first variance 
Oz m k (sr) representing the source signal uncertainty and the 
se~~nd variance Oz,k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient 
uncertainty are supplied from the initialization unit 1000 to 
the source signal estimation unit 2710. The initial source 
signal estimate Sz,m,k (r) is supplied from the short-time Fourier 
transform unit 2800 to the source signal estimation unit 2710. 
The source signal estimate Sz,m,k (r) is calculated by the source 
signal estimation, unit 2710 based on the transformed filtered, 
source signal estimate Sz,m,k (r), the first variance Oz,m,k (sr) rep-
resenting the source signal uncertainty, the second variance 
Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient uncertainty and the 
initial source signal estimate Sz m k (r), wherein the estimation 
is made in accordance with the' above equation (15). 
filter estimate wk' is calculated by the inverse filter estimation 
unit 2400 based on the observed signal Xz k'' the initial source 
signal estimate 8k,, and the second varian~e Oz k'(a) represent-
ing the acoustic ambient uncertainty, wherein the calculation 
is made in accordance with the above equation (12). 
The inverse filter estimate wk' is supplied from the inverse 
filter estimation unit 2400 to the convergence check unit 
2720. The determination on the status of convergence of the 
iterative procedure is made by the convergence check unit 
2720. For example, the determination is made by comparing 
a current value of the inverse filter estimate wk' that has 
currently been estimated to a previous value of the inverse 
filter estimate wk' that has previously been estimated. It is 
checked by the convergence check unit 2720 whether or not 
the current value deviates from the previous value by less than 
a certain predetermined amount. If it is confirmed by the 
convergence check unit 2720 that the current value of the 
inverse filter estimate wk' deviates from the previous value 
thereof by less than the certain predetermined amount, then it 
The source signal estimate Sz m k (r) is supplied from the 
25 source signal estimation unit 27io to the STFS-to-LTFS 
transform unit 2300 so that the source signal estimate Sz m k (r) 
is transformed into the transformed source signal estin:{ate 
Sz k'" The transformed source signal estimate Sz k' is supplied 
f;om the STFS-to-LTFS transform unit 2300 to the update 
30 unit 2200. The source signal estimate 8k,is substituted forthe 
transformed source signal estimate {sz,k·h· by the update unit 
2200. The updated source signal estimate 8k' is supplied from 
the update unit 2200 to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. 
In the second or later steps of iteration, the source signal 
35 estimate 8k,={sz k'}k' is then supplied from the update unit 
2200 to the inve~se filter estimation unit 2400. The observed 
is recognized by the convergence check unit 2720 that the 40 
convergence of the inverse filter estimate wk' has been 
obtained. If it is confirmed by the convergence check unit 
2720 that the current value of the inverse filter estimate wk' 
deviates from the previous value thereof by not less than the 
certain predetermined amount, then it is recognized by the 45 
convergence check unit 2720 that the convergence of the 
inverse filter estimate wk' has not yet been obtained. 
If the convergence of the inverse filter estimate wk' has been 
obtained, then the inverse filter estimate wk' is supplied from 
the convergence check unit 2720 to the inverse filter applica- 50 
ti on unit 5000. If the convergence of the inverse filter estimate 
wk' has not yet been obtained, then the inverse filter estimate 
wk' is supplied from the convergence check unit 2720 to the 
filtering unit 2500. The observed signal Xz k' is further sup-
plied from the long-time Fourier transform' unit 2100 to the 55 
filtering unit 2500. The inverse filter estimate w k'is applied by 
the filtering unit 2500 to the observed signal Xz,k' to generate 
the filtered source signal estimate Sz k'" A typical example of 
the filtering process for applying th~ observed signal Xz k' to 
the inverse filter estimate wk' may be to calculate the product 60 
w k'Xz k' of the observed signal Xz k' and the inverse filter esti-
mate'w k'" In this case, the filtered' source signal estimate Sz k' is 
given by the product w k'Xz k' of the observed signal Xz k' and the 
inverse filter estimate wk:. ' 
The filtered source signal estimate Sz k' is supplied from the 65 
filtering unit 2500 to the LTFS-to-STFS transform unit 2600. 
The LTFS-to-STFS transformation is performed by the 
signal Xz k' is also supplied from, the long-time Fourier trans-
form unit 2100 to the inverse filter estimation unit 2400. The 
second variance Oz k'(a) representing the acoustic ambient 
uncertainty is supplied from the initialization unit 1000 to the 
inverse filter estimation unit 2400. An updated inverse filter 
estimate wk' is calculated by the inverse filter estimation unit 
2400 based on the observed signal Xz k'' the updated source 
signal estimate 8k,={sz,k·h·, and the s~cond variance Oz,k'(a) 
representing the acoustic ambient uncertainty, wherein the 
calculation is made in accordance with the above equation 
(12). 
The updated inverse filter estimate wk' is supplied from the 
inverse filter estimation unit 2400 to the convergence check 
unit 2720. The determination on the status of convergence of 
the iterative procedure is made by the convergence check unit 
2720. 
The above-described iteration procedure will be continued 
until it has been confirmed by the convergence check unit 
2720 that the convergence of the inverse filter estimate w k'has 
been obtained. 
FIG. 14 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 
the inverse filter application unit 5000 shown in FIG. 12. A 
typical example of the inverse filter application unit 5000 may 
include, but is not limited to, an inverse long time Fourier 
transform unit 5100 and a convolution unit 5200. The inverse 
long time Fourier transform unit 5100 is cooperated with the 
likelihood maximization unit 2000-1. The inverse long time 
Fourier transform unit 5100 is adapted to receive the inverse 
filter estimate wk' from the likelihood maximization unit 
2000-1. The inverse long time Fourier transform unit 5100 is 
further adapted to perform an inverse long time Fourier trans-
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formation of the inverse filter estimate wk' into a digitized 
waveform inverse filter estimate w[n]. 
The convolution unit 5200 is cooperated with the inverse 
long time Fourier transform unit 5100. The convolution unit 
5200 is adapted to receive the digitized waveform inverse 
filter estimate w[ n] from the inverse long time Fourier trans-
form unit 5100. The convolution unit 5200 is also adapted to 
receive the digitized waveform observed signal x[n]. The 
convolution unit 5200 is also adapted to perform convolution 
process to convolve the digitized waveform observed signal 10 
x[n] with the digitized waveform inverse filter estimate w[n] 
to generate a recovered digitized waveform source signal 
estimates s[n]=~mx[n-m]w[m] as the dereverberated signal. 
FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of 15 
the inverse filter application unit 5000 shown in FIG. 12. A 
typical, example of the inverse filter application unit 5000 
may include, but is not limited to, a long time Fourier trans-
form unit 5300, a filtering unit 5400, and an inverse long time 
Fourier transform unit 5500. The long time Fourier transform 20 
unit 5300 is adapted to receive the digitized waveform 
observed signal x[n]. The long time Fourier transform unit 
53 00 is adapted to perform a long time Fourier transformation 
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this measure, a frame is determined as voiced when Vz m>ll for 
a fixed threshold I\. Specifically, Oz m k (sr) was deter~ined in 
the experiments as: ' ' 
c{ Vt.m -6 } 
maX; {v1.ml-6 
c{ Vt.m -6 } 
min,,m {v1.m)-6 
if Vt.m > 6 and k is a 
harmonic frequency, 
if Vt,m > c5 and k is not a 
harmonic frequency, 
if Vt,m S c5. 
(17) 
where G{ u} is a non-linear normalization function that is 
defined to be G{ u }=e-16°Cu-0.95l. On the other hand, Oz k'(a) is 
set at a constant value of 1. As a consequence, the weight for 
Sz m k (r) in the above described equation (15) becomes a sig-
n{oid function that varies from 0 to 1 as u in G{ u} moves from 
0 to 1. For each experiment, the EM steps were iterated four 
times. In addition, the repetitive estimation scheme with a 
feedback loop was also introduced. As analysis conditions, 
K(r)=504 which corresponds to 42 ms, K=130,800 which 
corresponds to 10.9 s, i;= 12 which corresponds to 1 ms, and a of the digitized waveform observed signal x[n] into a trans-
formed observed signal Xz,k" 25 12 kHz sampling frequency were adopted. 
The filtering unit 5400 is cooperated with the long time 
Fourier transform unit 5300 and the likelihood maximization 
unit 2000-1. The filtering unit 5400 is adapted to receive the 
transformed observed signal Xz,k' from the longtime Fourier 
transform unit 5300. The filtering unit 5400 is also adapted to 30 
receive the inverse filter estimate wk' from the likelihood 
maximization unit 2000-1. The filtering unit 5400 is further 
adapted to apply the inverse filter estimate wk' to the trans-
formed observed signal Xz,k' to generate a filtered source sig- 35 
nal estimate Sz,k'=wkxZ,k" The application of the inverse filter 
estimate wk' to the transformed observed signal Xz,k' may be 
made by multiplying the transformed observed signal Xz,k' in 
each frame by the inverse filter estimate wk" 
The inverse long time Fourier transform unit 5500 is coop- 40 
erated with the filtering unit 5400. The inverse long time 
Fourier transform unit 5500 is adapted to receive the filtered 
source signal estimate Sz k' from the filtering unit 5400. The 
inverse long time Fourie~ transform unit 5500 is adapted to 
perform an inverse longtime Fourier transformation of the 45 
filtered source signal estimate Sz k' into a filtered digitized 
waveform source signal estimate's[n] as the dereverberated 
signal. 
Experiments 
Simple experiments were performed with the aim of con- 50 
firming the performance with the present method. The same 
source signals of word utterances and the same impulse 
responses were adopted with RT60 times of 0.1 second, 0.2 
seconds, 0.5 seconds, and 1.0 second as those disclosed in 
details by Tomohiro Nakatani and Masato Miyoshi, "Blind 55 
dereverberation of single channel speech signal based on 
harmonic structure," Proc. ICASSP-2003, vol. 1, pp. 92-95, 
April, 2003. The observed signals were synthesized by con-
volving the source signals with the impulse responses. Two 
types of initial source signal estimates were prepared that are 60 
the same as those used for HERB and SBD, that is, Sz m k(r)= 
H{x (r)} and§ (r)=N{x (r)} where H{*} and N{*} l,m,k l,m,k l,m,k ' 
are, respectively, a harmonic filter used for HERB and a noise 
reduction filter used for SBD. The source signal uncertainty 
Oz m k(sr)WaS determined in relation to a voicing measure, Vz m' 65 
whi~h is used with HERB to decide the voicing status for ea~h 
short-time frame of the observed signals. In accordance with 
Energy Decay Curves 
FIGS. 12A through 12H show energy decay curves of the 
room impulse responses and impulse responses dereverber-
ated by HERB and SBD with and without the EM algorithm 
using 100 word observed signals uttered by a woman and a 
man. FIG. 12A illustrates the energy decay curve at 
RT60=1.0 sec., when uttered by a woman. FIG. 12B illus-
trates the energy decay curve at RT60=0.5 sec., when uttered 
by a woman. FIG. 12C illustrates the energy decay curve at 
RT60=0.2 sec., when uttered by a woman. FIG. 12D illus-
trates the energy decay curve at RT60=0.1 sec., when uttered 
by a woman. FIG. 12E illustrates the energy decay curve at 
RT60=1.0 sec., when uttered by a man. FIG. 12F illustrates 
the energy decay curve at RT60=0.5 sec., when uttered by a 
man. FIG. 12G illustrates the energy decay curve at 
RT60=0.2 sec., when uttered by a man. FIG. 12H illustrates 
the energy decay curve at RT60=0.1 sec., when uttered by a 
man. FIGS. 12A through 12H clearly demonstrate that the 
EM algorithm can effectively reduce the reverberation energy 
with both HERB and SBD. 
Accordingly, as described above, one aspect of the present 
invention is directed to a new dereverberation method, in 
which features of source signals and room acoustics are rep-
resented by means of Gaussian probability density functions 
(pdfs ), and the source signals are estimated as signals that 
maximize the likelihood function defined based on these 
probability density functions (pdfs). The iterative optimiza-
tion algorithm was employed to solve this optimization prob-
lem efficiently. The experimental results showed that the 
present method can greatly improve the performance of the 
two dereverberation methods based on speech signal features, 
HERB and SBD, in terms of the energy decay curves of the 
dereverberated impulse responses. Since HERB and SBD are 
effective in improving the ASR performance for speech sig-
nals captured in a reverberant environment, the present 
method can improve the performance with fewer observed 
signals. 
While preferred embodiments of the invention have been 
described and illustrated above, it should be understood that 
these are exemplary of the invention and are not to be con-
sidered as limiting. Additions, omissions, substitutions, and 
other modifications can be made without departing from the 
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spmt or scope of the present invention. Accordingly, the 
invention is not to be considered as being limited by the 
foregoing description, and is only limited by the scope of the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A speech dereverberation apparatus comprising: 
a likelihood maximization unit that determines a source 
signal estimate that maximizes a likelihood function, the 
determination being made with reference to an observed 1 o 
signal, an initial source signal estimate, a first variance 
representing a source signal uncertainty, and a second 
variance representing an acoustic ambient uncertainty. 
2. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein the likelihood function is defined based on a 15 
probability density function that is evaluated in accordance 
with an unknown parameter, a first random variable of miss-
ing data, and a second random variable of observed data, the 
unknown parameter being defined with reference to the 
source signal estimate, the first random variable of missing 20 
data representing an inverse filter of a room transfer function, 
and the second random variable of observed data being 
defined with reference to the observed signal and the initial 
source signal estimate. 
3. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 25 
claim 2, wherein the likelihood maximization unit determines 
the source signal estimate using an iterative optimization 
algorithm. 
4. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 3, wherein the iterative optimization algorithm is an 30 
expectation-maximization algorithm. 
5. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein the likelihood maximization unit further 
comprises: 
an inverse filter estimation unit that calculates an inverse 35 
filter estimate with reference to the observed signal, the 
second variance, and one of the initial source signal 
estimate and an updated source signal estimate; 
a filtering unit that applies the inverse filter estimate to the 
observed signal, and generates a filtered signal; 40 
a source signal estimation and convergence check unit that 
calculates the source signal estimate with reference to 
the initial source signal estimate, the first variance, the 
second variance, and the filtered signal, the source signal 
estimation and convergence check unit further determin- 45 
ing whether or not a convergence of the source signal 
estimate is obtained, the source signal estimation and 
convergence check unit further outputting the source 
signal estimate as a dereverberated signal ifthe conver-
gence of the source signal estimate is obtained; and 50 
an update unit that updates the source signal estimate into 
the updated source signal estimate, the update unit fur-
ther providing the updated source signal estimate to the 
inverse filter estimation unit if the convergence of the 
source signal estimate is not obtained, and the update 55 
unit further providing the initial source signal estimate 
to the inverse filter estimation unit in an initial update 
step. 
6. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 5, wherein the likelihood maximization unit further 60 
comprises: 
a first long time Fourier transform unit that performs a first 
long time Fourier transformation of a waveform 
observed signal into a transformed observed signal, the 
first long time Fourier transform unit further providing 65 
the transformed observed signal as the observed signal 
to the inverse filter estimation unit and the filtering unit; 
44 
an LTFS-to-STFS transform unit that performs an LTFS-
to-STFS transformation of the filtered signal into a 
transformed filtered signal, the LTFS-to-STFS trans-
form unit further providing the transformed filtered sig-
nal as the filtered signal to the source signal estimation 
and convergence check unit; 
an STFS-to-LTFS transform unit that performs an STFS-
to-LTFS transformation of the source signal estimate 
into a transformed source signal estimate, the STFS-to-
LTFS transform unit further providing the transformed 
source signal estimate as the source signal estimate to 
the update unit if the convergence of the source signal 
estimate is not obtained; 
a second long time Fourier transform unit that performs a 
second long time Fourier transformation of a waveform 
initial source signal estimate into a first transformed 
initial source signal estimate, the second long time Fou-
rier transform unit further providing the first trans-
formed initial source signal estimate as the initial source 
signal estimate to the update unit; and 
a short time Fourier transform unit that performs a short 
time Fourier transformation of the waveform initial 
source signal estimate into a second transformed initial 
source signal estimate, the short time Fourier transform 
unit further providing the second transformed initial 
source signal estimate as the initial source signal esti-
mate to the source signal estimation and convergence 
check unit. 
7. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 1, further comprising: 
an inverse short time Fourier transform unit that performs 
an inverse short time Fourier transformation of the 
source signal estimate into a waveform source signal 
estimate. 
8. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 1, further comprising: 
an initialization unit that produces the initial source signal 
estimate, the first variance, and the second variance, 
based on the observed signal. 
9. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 8, wherein the initialization unit further comprises: 
a fundamental frequency estimation unit that estimates a 
fundamental frequency and a voicing measure for each 
short time frame from a transformed signal that is given 
by a short time Fourier transformation of the observed 
signal; and 
a source signal uncertainty determination unit that deter-
mines the first variance, based on the fundamental fre-
quency and the voicing measure. 
10. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 1, further comprising: 
an initialization unit that produces the initial source signal 
estimate, the first variance, and the second variance, 
based on the observed signal; and 
a convergence check unit that receives the source signal 
estimate from the likelihood maximization unit, the con-
vergence check unit determining whether or not a con-
vergence of the source signal estimate is obtained, the 
convergence check unit further outputting the source 
signal estimate as a dereverberated signal ifthe conver-
gence of the source signal estimate is obtained, and the 
convergence check unit furthermore providing the 
source signal estimate to the initialization unit to enable 
the initialization unit to produce the initial source signal 
estimate, the first variance, and the second variance 
based on the source signal estimate ifthe convergence of 
the source signal estimate is not obtained. 
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11. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 10, wherein the initialization unit further comprises: 
a second short time Fourier transform unit that performs a 
second short time Fourier transformation of the 
observed signal into a first transformed observed signal; 
a first selecting unit that performs a first selecting operation 
46 
source signal estimate into a waveform source signal 
estimate ifthe convergence of the source signal estimate 
is obtained. 
14. A speech dereverberation method comprising: 
determining a source signal estimate that maximizes a 
likelihood function, the determination being made with 
reference to an observed signal, an initial source signal 
estimate, a first variance representing a source signal 
uncertainty, and a second variance representing an 
acoustic ambient uncertainty. 
15. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
14, wherein the likelihood function is defined based on a 
probability density function that is evaluated in accordance 
15 with an unknown parameter, a first random variable of miss-
ing data, and a second random variable of observed data, the 
unknown parameter being defined with reference to the 
source signal estimate, the first random variable of missing 
data representing an inverse filter of a room transfer function, 
to generate a first selected output and a second selecting 
operation to generate a second selected output, the first 
and second selecting operations being independent from 
each other, the first selecting operation being to select 10 
the first transformed observed signal as the first selected 
output when the first selecting unit receives an input of 
the first transformed observed signal but does not 
receive any input of the source signal estimate and to 
select one of the first transformed observed signal and 
the source signal estimate as the first selected output 
when the first selecting unit receives inputs of the first 
transformed observed signal and the source signal esti-
mate, the second selecting operation being to select the 
first transformed observed signal as the second selected 
output when the first selecting unit receives the input of 
the first transformed observed signal but does not 
receive any input of the source signal estimate and to 
select one of the first transformed observed signal and 
the source signal estimate as the second selected output 
when the first selecting unit receives inputs of the first 
transformed observed signal and the source signal esti-
mate, 
20 the second random variable of observed data being defined 
with reference to the observed signal and the initial source 
signal estimate. 
16. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
15, wherein the source signal estimate is determined using an 
25 iterative optimization algorithm. 
17. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
16, wherein the iterative optimization algorithm is an expec-
tation-maximization algorithm. 
a fundamental frequency estimation unit that receives the 
second selected output and estimates a fundamental fre-
quency and a voicing measure for each short time frame 
from the second selected output; and 
18. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
30 14, wherein determining the source signal estimate further 
an adaptive harmonic filtering unit that receives the first 35 
selected output, the fundamental frequency and the voic-
ing measure, the adaptive harmonic filtering unit 
enhancing a harmonic structure of the first selected out-
put based on the fundamental frequency and the voicing 
measure to generate the initial source signal estimate. 40 
12. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 10, wherein the initialization unit further comprises: 
a third short time Fourier transform unit that performs a 
third short time Fourier transformation of the observed 
signal into a second transformed observed signal; 45 
a second selecting unit that performs a third selecting 
operation to generate a third selected output, the third 
selecting operation being to select the second trans-
formed observed signal as the third selected output when 
the second selecting unit receives an input of the second 50 
transformed observed signal but does not receive any 
input of the source signal estimate and to select one of 
the second transformed observed signal and the source 
signal estimate as the third selected output when the 
second selecting unit receives inputs of the second trans- 55 
formed observed signal and the source signal estimate; 
a fundamental frequency estimation unit that receives the 
third selected output and estimates a fundamental fre-
quency and a voicing measure for each short time frame 
from the third selected output; and 
a source signal uncertainty determination unit that deter-
mines the first variance based on the fundamental fre-
quency and the voicing measure. 
13. The speech dereverberation apparatus according to 
claim 10, further comprising: 
an inverse short time Fourier transform unit that performs 
an inverse short time Fourier transformation of the 
60 
65 
comprises: 
calculating an inverse filter estimate with reference to the 
observed signal, the second variance, and one of the 
initial source signal estimate and an updated source sig-
nal estimate; 
applying the inverse filter estimate to the observed signal to 
generate a filtered signal; 
calculating the source signal estimate with reference to the 
initial source signal estimate, the first variance, the sec-
ond variance, and the filtered signal; 
determining whether or not a convergence of the source 
signal estimate is obtained; 
outputting the source signal estimate as a dereverberated 
signal ifthe convergence of the source signal estimate is 
obtained; and 
updating the source signal estimate info the updated source 
signal estimate if the convergence of the source signal 
estimate is not obtained. 
19. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
18, wherein determining the source signal estimate further 
comprises: 
performing a first long time Fourier transformation of a 
waveform observed signal into a transformed observed 
signal; 
performing an LTFS-to-STFS transformation of the fil-
tered signal into a transformed filtered signal; 
performing an STFS-to-LTFS transformation of the source 
signal estimate into a transformed source signal estimate 
if the convergence of the source signal estimate is not 
obtained; 
performing a second long time Fourier transformation of a 
waveform initial source signal estimate into a first trans-
formed initial source signal estimate; and 
performing a short time Fourier transformation of the 
waveform initial source signal estimate into a second 
transformed initial source signal estimate. 
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20. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
14, further comprising: 
performing an inverse short time Fourier transformation of 
the source signal estimate into a waveform source signal 
estimate. 
21. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
14, further comprising: 
producing the initial source signal estimate, the first vari-
ance, and the second variance, based on the observed 
signal. 10 
22. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
21, wherein producing the initial source signal estimate, the 
first variance, and the second variance further comprises: 
estimating a fundamental frequency and a voicing measure 
for each short time frame from a transformed signal that 15 
is given by a short time Fourier transformation of the 
observed signal; and 
determining the first variance, based on the fundamental 
frequency and the voicing measure. 
23. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 20 
14, further comprising: 
producing the initial source signal estimate, the first vari-
ance, and the second variance, based on the observed 
signal; 
determining whether or not a convergence of the source 25 
signal estimate is obtained; 
outputting the source signal estimate as a dereverberated 
signal if the convergence of the source signal estimate is 
obtained; and 
returning to producing the initial source signal estimate, 30 
the first variance, and the second variance if the conver-
gence of the source signal estimate is not obtained. 
24. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
23, wherein producing the initial source signal estimate, the 
first variance, and the second variance further comprises: 35 
performing a second short time Fourier transformation of 
the observed signal into a first transformed observed 
signal; 
performing a first selecting operation to generate a first 
selected output, the first selecting operation being to 40 
select the first transformed observed signal as the first 
selected output when receiving an input of the first trans-
formed observed signal without receiving any input of 
the source signal estimate, the first selecting operation 
being to select one of the first transformed observed 45 
signal and the source signal estimate as the first selected 
output when receiving inputs of the first transformed 
observed signal and the source signal estimate; 
48 
performing a second selecting operation to generate a sec-
ond selected output, the second selecting operation 
being to select the first transformed observed signal as 
the second selected output when receiving the input of 
the first transformed observed signal without receiving 
any input of the source signal estimate, the second 
selecting operation being to select one of the first trans-
formed observed signal and the source signal estimate as 
the second selected output when receiving inputs of the 
first transformed observed signal and the source signal 
estimate; 
estimating a fundamental frequency and a voicing measure 
for each short time frame from the second selected out-
put; and 
enhancing a harmonic structure of the first selected output 
based on the fundamental frequency and the voicing 
measure to generate the initial source signal estimate. 
25. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
23, wherein producing the initial source signal estimate, the 
first variance, and the second variance further comprises: 
performing a third short time Fourier transformation of the 
observed signal into a second transformed observed sig-
nal; 
performing a third selecting operation to generate a third 
selected output, the third selecting operation being to 
select the second transformed observed signal as the 
third selected output when receiving an input of the 
second transformed observed signal without receiving 
any input of the source signal estimate, the third select-
ing operation being to select one of the second trans-
formed observed signal and the source signal estimate as 
the third selected output when receiving inputs of the 
second transformed observed signal and the source sig-
nal estimate; 
estimating a fundamental frequency and a voicing measure 
for each short time frame from the third selected output; 
and 
determining the first variance based on the fundamental 
frequency and the voicing measure. 
26. The speech dereverberation method according to claim 
23, further comprising: 
perforating an inverse short time Fourier transformation of 
the source signal estimate into a waveform source signal 
estimate ifthe convergence of the source signal estimate 
is obtained. 
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